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'AUBUQUEJaoUE EVENING CITIZEN
ALHUQUKQU, NEW MEXICO, Til U USD AY EVENING,

1J

VOLUME

FINAL

FITZ'S

DEC EMU Eli

1905.

All Affiliated Organizations Requested to MaKe

Youth and Science in

Jan. 22 Public Recognition

ALBUQUERQUE'S
CHEERING NEWS

Americans Killed by Mex New Mexico Capitalists
ican Bandits Reach
Join Money Men of

AGED AS AGE GOES
IN OUR NEW WORLD

and Contribution Day to the Russian Cause War is on and Leaders
Expect the Country to be Drenched in Blood.

the Arena.

NUMBER 319

COME TO HAND

WITH REFERENCE TO REVOLUTION IN RUSSIA

to O'Brien's

TEN PAGES

PARTICULARS

INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST BUREAU'S ACTION

COMES AT LAST
Succumbs

131.

El

Paso.

the East

Cambridge, Mass., Celebrates
Us Founding, Nearly Three SHIPPED TO PHILADELPHIA IN ALBUQUERQUE EASTERN
CONDITIONS IN RUSSIA COULD SCARCELY BE WORSE THAN THEY ARE NOW
Centries Ago.
Thirteen Rounds Found the
Wife, Babe and Sister of No Sale of ianta Fe Central
aruniversal suffrage, the release of
Brussels. Dec. 21. The Interna-- ; STIRRING PROCLAMATION
etc.,
proleiariat,
leaders
rested
of
the
COUNCIL.
BY
WORKMEN'S
Man
a
Unable
Older
tlonal Socialist bureau has issued
EXACT DATE WAS YEAR 1630
Dead Man With the
Railway Will Be
St. Petersburg, Deo. 21. The first shall have been conceded.
manifesto to the socialists of the guns
may deto Armed Revolution.
Transformed
which
in
Uatile
the
to Continue.
world, as follows:
According to Information received
termine the fate of Premier Witte's
Made.
Remains.
during the night from Moscow, that Resulted From Coming of Govern
SAYS

HE

IT'S

,

COME

MUST

THAT DAY

LAST

HIS

ALL

TO

San Francisco. Dec. 21. The gate
receipts at the Fitzsimmons-O'Brle- n
mill last niKht were $16,407. Of this
sum 60 per cent went to the gladiators. Fitzsimraons collapsed In the
thirteenth round and will receive only
$2,401 for his light, while O'Brien gets
$7,383. It was the largest crowd that
has attended any fight In San Francisco this year.
HOW THE MEMORABLE
DEED

WAS

DONE.

San Francisco. Dec. 21. "Philadel
phla Jack" O'Brien last night, at the
Mechanics' Pavilion, knocked out Bob
Kitzslmmons in thirteen rounds. Fiti
was able to stand out the round, but
collapsed after reaching his chair.
At the close of the round Fltz landed
a left on the stomach of O'Brien, who
replied with his right to stomach and
left to Jaw. This was too much for
Kitzslmmons. He knew that the end
had come, for, as he sat down he said
to Referee Graney, "Eddie, he hit
me In the stomach, and it is all over.
O'Brien gave an elegant exhibition
of sparring and footwork. His ducking and dodging and side stepping
were amazing. Fitz's swings generally found only empty air, missing
Before
sometimes by fully a foot.
leaving the ring. Fltzstmmons made
a little talk. In which he declared that
he had done his best and had fought
his last fight. The attendance was
Immense and the old favorite had the
sympathy of the crowd all the way
through.

"The revolution In Russia advances
In
from aspiration to realization.
this struggle the Russian proletariat
should have the moral and material
assistance of our brothers through
out the world. Our comrades in the
United States request the International bureau to invite all affiliated organizations to solemnly commemorate January 22. The workers of the
world will recall the struggle Which
the Russian proletrlat was then car
rying on, and therefore,
order is
hereby given that all affiliated groups
organize meetings and collections for
January 22, next, or the night of
Sunday preceding.
Let the orators
refer to the heroic efforts of our Rus'
slan brothers, and let the collections
from all countries aid those who are
battling against Imperialism, and for
with bureaucracy.
Down
liberty.
Long live socialism."
The document Is signed by all of
the international delegates.

experiment with moderate const It
tlonallsm, and introduce either reac- city was In a state of great exciteintion or complete revolution, were fired ment yesterday afternoon. The buyyesterday at Moscow, where a gen- habitants were scurrying about,
eral strike was successfully launched. ing supplies of candles, etcup. 8tores
Last
The leaders in the movement oftne were closed and boarded
proletariat last night were making! night Moscow was in darkness. The
are boast
their last preparations here for a Rea strike leaders in Moscow transform
eral engagement, which will be on at lng that the strike will be
ed into an armed revolution, orators
noon today.
The leaders profess to be greatly at the meetings declaring that Russia
encouraged at the news from Mos- will be drenched In blood before Phe
j
.
cow and other districts, and declare long struggle ends.
Train Run by Military.
there is no question that the tie-uAt noon today a continental tr1n
will be complete. . .
The workmen's council last night ! left the Warsaw Btatlon with military
sued silning proclamations declaring! engine drivers and a strong guard of
to the, soldiers. The tender and locomotive
that the government had castImperial!
were old, the strikers having rendered
winds the principles of the
manifesto of October 30, and Is now all other useless. Two files of solbusy itself In reaction, trickery and diers wore drawn np on the platform.
Wptt. Tho nroclamation ended with The railroad strike began at Nicholas
n,n,nnin. Ik wnrtln nmnla nf station at noon, but the Baltic roads
Russia to Join In a general strike,! were still working at that hour. The
and not to cease the struggle until the; employes of the Putiloff Iron Works,
demands for a constituent assembly,1 to the number of 12,000 have struck.
p

"MERRY CHRISTMAS"Uncle Sam: You Rascal.

COSSACKS ARE

DREADED

DREADED

NO LONGER.

Petersburg, Dec. 21. The government's advices snow all trains with
troops, which enter the Baltic prov
ince, are being stopped by the Insurgents. A number of Cossacks in the
and disarmed
tir3 wp'6 captured
beyond Dorpal. The town of Takum
has been captured from the Insurgents
by Russian troops.
St.- -

MOTHER'S

MONEY UP

ALBUQUERQUE RESIDENTS WILL
NOT SEE POOR WIDOW SUFFER,
HOWEVER, ON CHRISTMAS, AS
SEVERAL BOXES OF ARTICLES
HAVE BEEN SENT HER.
In her iaolated little hut in the
Jeniez mountains. Mrs. Richard Rog
ors and nor six little children will
have a merry Christmas such as they
little dream of in their impoverished
miserable condition, thanks to the
philanthropic residents of Albuquerque, who have interested themselves
in the widow and her children.
The tragic death which befell ner
husband is still fresh in the minds
of readers of The Evening Citizen. In
a nutshell, he and a companion fell
from a bridge on the Zuni Mountain
railway, on which they were work
iug with a gang of men for the Amerl
cau Lumber company. The men were
precipitated manv feet bciiw into a
canyon, both dying as a result of their
injuries'. Before the accident, Rogers sent K0 to nis wife in the mountains, which was every penny she assessed when death claimed her husband. The Jemez stage man brought
1 he
sad nevv when be arrived in Albuquerque mi the last trip, that one
.f the small children of Mm. Rogers
bills the
found two iventy-dolla- r
other day, all ti fact remaining from
knowing t'nclr
the t'A and without
value, thrust th".m into the fire where
they were burned up. A serious situation then faced the poor widow, as
there was but little left in tho house
to eat. The Women's club of this city
was quick to act when they learned
the facts in tie case, and assisted by
the several butlness men, three boxes
and a barrel f goods were parked,
and tomorrow t'ney will be taken to
Mrs. Rogers h the stage driver. The
boxes contain i"j cmdv "nil other
good log for the children, and food in
plenty for Mrs. Rogers and the little
ones. The eodU-- will reach the
woman on OhrisMnas day, and unquestionably will tnnsform the isolated
mountain home !rom one of sorrow to
'ha happiest pbre Imaginable.
s

New

Il.fi5.

Lead ind Copper.
York, Die. 21. l.ead. firm at
Copper,

19.

ASSOCIATED PRESS
AND

"SCITTY'S" DEATH

THE BIG piSPElSER OF NEWS
VIRTUALLY DENES HIS DEATH.
This morning. TheCltlzen, feel- ing sure that the pemle of Albu- querque had been "faked" in
reading a dispatch ded from
Angeles, and purjrtlng to
jci
give an account of th, murder
of Walter J. Soott. th Death
Valley miner, wired to x Asso- elated Press agent at Deer. to
either confirm or deny thtstory.
The following aneeial terrain
was received by The Cltize this
afternoon:
e
Denver. Colo., Dec.
have nothing on "Bcotty's" dtwh.
ll.-W-

C. T. DEMONS
Agent Associated Prg.

t9 tt
9.
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MUNICIPAL REFORM NOT
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Keoeiis

riTV
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ana inrows.

Down the Gauntlet.
i

Vechten Oleott, but when tho latter
discovered that he could get neither
the support of Secretary Hoot nor ol
President Roosevelt, lie alto declined
to be a candidate. Mr. Odell tried to
induce Congressman Herbert Parsons
to be come his personal representative, when he heard that President
Rooeveli favored the election of Mr.
Parsons, but the latter openly declar- tnai he WOUd not consent to be a
odmiidate for any faction of the party.
.Mr. Parsons has the support not
only
President Roosevelt and the
nicipal Ownership League are prin- leadersct of
the republican party, but
cipally resismsilde fur the revolt also of the reform
element of the New
against the corrupt rule of Tammany York republicans, who
are bitterly op- republican.
Its
tho
lxsse,
Hall and
Msed to Odell and his rule. It is not j
vuy
pany ui i.us
wr ii min..., ,1nnht..,l In runnhllpan circle
Mr.
President Roosevelt that it was en Parsons will be elected countyhtchair
emancipate
the
Itself
from
abled to
of tho executive committee ac
oppressive rule of Odell. who com- - man n,eul
this afternoon
the(th
governor
of
position
of
blned the
or
or
political
boss
state with thM
the
ODELL'S VICiwUS CHARGE
the New York republicans.
AGAINST THE PRESIDENT. j
Hlggins
Governor
election
of
The
New York, Dec. 21. Former Govgreatly strengthened the reform ele
ment in the republican party, but nu ernor 11. B. Odell, chairman of the
body can say how long the Odell rule' republican state committee, made a
would have been perpetuated, bad it! statement today In which he charg-- l
not been for the direct interference ed President Roosevelt and Oovernor'
of President Roosevelt. The question, Hlggins with a deliberate attempt to
who Is to lie the leader of the repuo-- l wreck the republican party of this
licau party In this city, will oe co-- j state, for their own personal ambi-- i
He declared that If disaster
ci led this afternoon at a meeting of tlons.
the republican County Committee at ensued, they not he, will be to blame,
Udell's accusations were part of his!
'he Fifth Avenue Hotel. William
growing!
llalliin, the willing tool and personal comment on the situation
Odell, out of the contest in the republican
representative of
who has neiii tne positiou oi cr.air- - party in mis state lor me speaKer-- ;
jnau of the republican committee, anujfchlp of the New York ttate assembly.
of the County Executive Committee, Odell declared himself in favor of R'
feeling that the power of Ross Odell A. Merrltt. Jr., several days ago. On
was waning, declined to be a caudi- - Monday last. Governor Hlggins came
That left Odell out in favor of J. W. WVdsworth, Jr.
date for
Senator Piatt Odell gives out a long statement in
without a candidate.
advocated the election of J. Van which be charges Governor Hlggins

York, Dec.
The
in favor of municipal reform
and greater purity lu local politics,
which has caused such an upheaval at
the last municipal election, has by no
mean. died out. ;t has fouud a firm
!otiug among the better element of
both parties and determined efforts
have since been nude to snaKe on me
yoke or l.css rule, wincn nas rehLeu so
heavily upon lioih leading parties
While the Civic League und the MuNew

.

setitl-me-

GETS

witu duplicity and the president with
FOURTEEN YEARS
unwarranted interference, and closes
with the declaration that Wads worth
will not be elected. ' and my friends
London, Dec. 21. The trial of Hugh
have not made this fight, but now we Watt, a former member of parliament,
will
it
have
harmony
we
and
are for
charged with Inciting hired agents to
If we have to fight for it."
murder his divorced wife, Julia Watt,
fund Sir Reginald Heachamp, ended to
day in a verdict of guilty. Watt was
B0WAN AND CURKE SCALD- sentenced to five years' penal servl-tude- .
(Erj NEAR SAN ANT0NI0
The Judge in summing up, said it
was the most extraordinary case of
Special to The Citizen.
modern times. Improbable as was the
San Marcial, Dec. 21 As the result whole story, he t bought it equally Imof the exploding of steam pipes on the probable that any one could concoct
engine which left Albuquerque last and swear to sucli charges. The quesnight with train No. 9, Engineer Bow- tion of Watt's sanity had not been
man and Fireman Clarke are severely raised, Ho the jury had nothing to do
calded, but not thought dangerously but to find a verdict of guilty or not
Injured. Clarke is under suroical care guilty. The judge pointed out that
here, and Bowman is expected to be! the death of Mrs Watt would place
' Watt In exactly the position he
brought in at any time.
The accident occurred eleven miles t;ired as it would enable him to leeal-nort- h
of this place. The train h3d left b.e bis marriage to I.adv Violet Reau-Sa- n
Antonio and was running at thir- - champ, which at present was Illegal,
tv miles an hour, when the tire of one because Mrs. Watt had declined to
of the drive wheels on the engine have her divorce made absolute. Her
broke, tearing a hole in largo steam j death would also annul the deed of
pipes. The train slowed down with- - settlement between Watt and Mrs.
out further accident.
Watt, which Wa't desired.
j

,

i

LIFE CUT SHORT FINAL

DETAILS

ARE

ARRANGED

El I'aso, Texas, Dec. 21. The bogles of Bob Rutherford and M. C. Mur
ray, the men who were killed by ban

Special to The Citizen.
pittaburg, Pa., Dee. 21. An.
dlts, near Dias, Chihuahua, were last
nouncement has been made her V
night brought to Juarez.
by the best of authority, that V
certain eastern and New Mexico
Rutherford was lu charge of a ranch
capitalist
on the Concho, about fifteen miles
riavo agreed to join
tne Pittsburg owners of the Ban- from the station of Diss. He. his
ta Fe railroad of New Mexico, to
friend Murray, a cowboy
callel
complete tho Albuquerque East- "Shorty," and J, A. Finstad. of Losi
em branch Into Albuquerque and
Angeles, were returning from Diaz to
'
Into the Hagan coal fields.
the ranch, and en route were attack
The syndicate has decided to
ed by bandits, the result being the
take up this New Mexico propo
death of Rutherford and Murray, the,
wounding of Flnstad and the fatal
aition and have subscribed S50CV
000 to complete the Santa Fe
wounding of "Shorty." The bandits
Central system, which now runa
escaped.
About a month ago Rutherford was' from Santa Fe to Torrance, by
joined by his wire, baby and sister, e ouiiaing from Moriarty to Albu- querque, through the rich coat
who came out from Pniladelphla for
territory about Hagan.
that purpose. Rutherford was a gradEV Governor Francia J. Tor- uate pf the University of Pennsylvaranee, president of tho company,
nia, aged 27 years, an athlete who
la In New York managing th
played In his university foot ball
final detail.
team, a nephew of J. O. Lowden, a
The local holder of tho 8anta
well known banker of Texas, while
Fe Central say they will not sell
his father is one of Philadelphia's
the road, but with tho eastern
substantial citizens.
and New Mexico men Joining
The remains of both young men will
forces, they will be able to com- he sent to Philadelphia, aceompauled
plete the entire system shortly.
by Miss and Mrs. Rutherford and the
Aftor the foregoing had been
child.
an Associated Press
, received,
dispatch
was also received,
HICKOX CASE RESULTED
confirming the facts in the spe-cial. Edltor.J
IN A HUNG JURY 9 A A
9. 9
9
1 1 .t 9. 9 9
'
TRULY
PREDICT8
JUDGE ABBOTT GIVES JURY RE. TIME OF DEATH.
CESS PENDING HEARING CHAMSt. Louis, Mo., Doc. 21. Mrs.
$30,000 EMBEZZLEBER CASES
Troll, widow of the late Henry
MENT CASE TOMORROW.
Troll, a former sheriff cf St. Louis,
The case of the territory against who died yesterday,
predicted
her
Eddie Hickox, charged with carrying own death and made arrangements
a deadly weapon, which occupied the for her funeral, even so far as selectattention of the district court yestering a monument to mark her last
day In tho
on.thia morn- resting pltee. Two weeks ago J
ing, resulted In a huug Jury. This wa asked what she wanted for a
was a care wherein the defendant Christmas present, and replied: "Yon
held a commission as a deputy sheriff needn't get anything for me, I will
tinder Shorift Hubbell. and carried a be dead before Christmas."
pistol tfier the court had recognized
The deceased wax born January 15.
Avrr.ljo as sheriff. Hickox was ar- 183!i, in
Orrniany. At the
rested by one of Armljo's deputies.
age of 18 vears she came to this country
Judge Abbott dismissed the terrl- - I8(i5. and had lived In this city sine
survive her. Her
tnrlal nutlt Ini-- thlo nftomnnn Hll to- - . . Kix children
tWQ rea"
morrow morVing at 9:30 o'clock, while nusuand dled
the court hears several cases in his FIRST CABINET DINNER OF
chambers.
SEASON AT WHITE HOUSE.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 21.
The
The case of the territory against
F. A. Hubbell, where In the defendant social season at the White House,
Is charged with embezzling $30,000 of opens today with the first cabinet
It
the county's funds, is the first thing dinner given by the president.
will be the only social function beon the docket for tomorrow.
fore the New Year's reception, on
January 1st, and It Is expected, will
JURY VINDICATES
All mm-ber- g
POLICEMAN WAGNER. be of unusual brilliancy.
of the cabinet will be present.
After deliberating three hours, the
Jury in the case of tho territory
against William Wagner, brought forth ATLANTIC COAST 8WEPT
BY SEVERE 8T0RM.
the verdict of "not guilty," thus vin
Norfolk, Va., Dec. 21. The Virginia
dicating the defendant from the
charge of assault upon one Gregorlo and North Carolina coasts wero swept
Romero, as alleged In the complaint. by one of the most severe storms of,
From all appearances, the case the year last night and this morning;.
against Wagner was a clear case of No disasters have been reported either
s,
spite work incited by politicians of from Cape Henry, Va., or Cape
N. C, but this absence of news
Old Albuquerque, the home of the
complaining witness, who was on one doeB not allay the xfears tor shipping
occasion the victim of the city police at sea.
court. Wagner made the arrest of SITUATION IMPROVING'
Romero at the time he was fined for
'
AT SHANGHAI.
disorderly conduct by the city mag
Washington,
C, Dec. 21. The
istrate, and Komero honed to even state departmentD. has
a cablegram tothings up with the policeman by day
from Shanghai reporting that the
charging him with assault in the Justice of the peace court of the old situation there Is normal; that 1,600
sailors, marines and volunteers are
town.
guarding the streets and that the viceroy has returned and that the mixed
CONGRESS CLOSES
conn will again resume business oa
Saturday.
'

f

t

I

Ao-gu-

Hat-tern-

'

SHuKT SESSION

DOUBLE

Special to The Citizen.
Washington, Dec. 21. Ilelegate Andrews has Introduced a bill for a
$2iH),0uu public building for Albuquerque; also pension bills for Myron I.,
t'iiase and Susan A. Jackson.

TRAGEDY IN
INDIAN TERRITORY.
Muskogee, I. T., Dec. 21. Dr. Killings worth, of Sherman, Texas, shot

and mortally wounded bis wife at a
local hotel here today because Bhe refused to return to Sherman with him
and bo also shot and killed Kate Gordon, who was with Mrs. KUNngsworth.
CONGRESS HOLDS
BRIEF SESSIONS. He was arrested. AH are colored.
Washington, Dec. 21 The senate INSURANCE OFFICIALS BTILC
adjourned today after a brief session,
BEING INVESTIGATED.
to January 4. ltHiti
New York.
Dec. 21. Several ofli- Wilhadjournment for the holidays ,.aiH Cf the State Insurance denart- on today's program only a few mem- - ni(.nt were present today when the
were in their places when tho surance investigation began its
met. Notliini? of moment as8
Among them
were Franc
attempted and the house adjourned
Hendricks,
superintendent;
state
4.
o.
cupuU
Ion
1
be sc.
until January
iUae H. Claypool, chief examiner.
ten minutes.
and Chief Clerk Appleton.
SEEK8 DIVORCE
LARGE OCEAN STEAMER
TO WFD BEAUTY.
REPORTED TO BE ON FIRE.
NaCaptain
New York, Dec. 21.
Atlantic City, N. J., Dec. 21. A
exlarge
than Appleton. of Boston's most
unknown titeamer. but supposed
clusive social set, well known In New to be the Philadelphia, which sailed
York, and in nearly all the capitals of from New York yesterday for Seattle,
Europe, hss brought suit for absolute is on fire five miles out from this
divorce, uilegiug desertion, against city. Life avT have gone to the
his wife, who was Miss Jeanette
rescue.
Mrs. Appleton,
of Mrooklyn.
Kansas City Markets.
who Is living at the Hotel Grenoble,
Kansas City. Dee. 21. Cattle Rethis city, baa been served with the
Including no southern.
papers. After the divorce she will ceipts, 6.
return to Europe, where she has spent Market stcudv to 10c higher; native
native cows and
much of the sixteen years she has steers, $3.fi;f tl.25
s
and
has been separated from her husband. heifers. Jl .fi4 no;
Apphlon's acknowledged purpose in feeders. $2.504 00; bulls, I2.2504.W:
western steers,
now seeking a divorce Is that he may calves. $ :1.0ft if i 5.25;
marry Miss Kdith Wills, of Newbury-por- t. $;S.00frl.S5; western cows, $2.403.50.
Appleton Is t;2 yers of ate.
Nw York Money Market.
New York. lVo, 21. Money on call,
Miss Wills Is thirty years younger
and is considered one of tbn most stroiK, ,at 'Jfj 1;". ntr cent; prime merbeautiful women In eastern Massa- cantile parier. 5Vfrt! per cent. Dv
chusetts. Two years after the Apple-'oii- s silver. frHc
Spelter.
married they aeparated very mysSt. Louis. Mo., Dec. 21. Spelter,
teriously, and Appleton made his wife
firm at $6.50.
a liberal allowance.
sea-bon- se

j

j

9

MPlif VIITJK

Opatlv Mrpntfthpnpfl
Governor
hv Prptfdpnt
and
j : . .j,...

j

'

USEFUL YOUNG

Cambridge, Mass., Dec. 21.
Under
the auspices of the Cambridge His
torlcal Society the 275th anniversary
of the founding of this city will be
celebrated at a public meeting, which
will be held at Saunders Theater this
evening.
iirief addresses and re
sponses will be given by the Hon.
Herbert Parker, attorney general for
the Commonwealth; Hon. Augustine
J. Daly, mayor of Cambridge; Presi
dent Charles w. Eliot of Harvard
University, and the Rev. Alexander
McKenzie of the First Church of can
bridge. Col. Thomas Went worth Hlg
ginson will also deliver an addres and
in ode will be read, which was especially written for the occasion by
William
Itoscoe Taylor.
Richard
Henry Dana, the president of the
Cambridge Historical
Society, will
preside. There will be music by a
large chorus selected from the Cambridge schools and by the orchestra
of the Cambridge Latin School. The
members of the city council and many
officials of the state and municipal
government will attend the celebration.
In connection with this anniversary
the following passages from Joan
Fluke's
"The Beginning of Cambridge," are interesting: "When in
1630, the Company of Massachusetts
Bay transferred itself from London to
Massachusetts, bringing Its governor,
John Winthrop, and its charter, the
movement wag go popular In England
that more than a thousand persons
came over In the course of that year;
and, before ten years had elapsed,
more than twenty thousand had come
to Bt;ty. The first settlements of the
Wlritl.rop party were scattered about
the coast near Charles River, making
the beginnings of Cbarlcstown, Ujs-ioDorchester, Roxbury and Water-town- .
Among these places Bo3tcn
wan clerly marked for prominence
by Its geographical position, but it wan
not, at first, the intention of the
company to make It the seat of
A posi'.'on somewhat
farther inland would be more easily deagainst
fensible
the warships of King
Charles."
The choice fell upon a place situated on Charles
River,
between
Charlostown and Watertown, where a
new town was founded, it was named
N'ew Town, and was later changed to
Cambridge. The Rite was selected n
the 28th of December, 1630, and before I be er.d of 1635 the. - were at
least
houses In the new town.
Tli'3 Etipivernary was flls
observed
by special exercises in all the public
of
schools of the city. They cnusis-e- l
the reading of historical sketches 'n
regard to the founding of the city,
music and Hinging of patriotic brings
by the school children.

WIFE MURDERER

i

II

'

n.

GIRL BURNED

LITTLE

or Winthrop and Some
thousand Settlers.

ENDORSEMENT SIMPLE AND SINCERE
Published

By

Special Permission.

'
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.,

DECEMBER

20.

TO THE EVENING CITIZEN.
I
WRITE THIS NOTE, NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BUT SIMPLY TO EXPRESS MY DEEP APPRECIATION OF THE ABLE
PAPER YOU PUT OUT EACH DAY. I CANNOT BUT FEEL
THAT THE DECIDED TONING UP OF THE MORAL SENTIMENT
OF OUR CITY IS TO BE ATTRIBUTED LARGELY TO YOUR
IT IS NOT OFTEN THAT A DAILY PAPER
MEETS
WITH THE FULL APPROVAL OF THE CLERGY, YET I CANNOT SEE WHAT MORE COULD BE DESIRED BY ANY REALLY
PRACTICAL CLERGYMAN.
ME,
AS A NEWSPAPER, THE CITIZEN FULLY SATISFIES
FOR YEARS.
AFTER READING THE CHICAGO RECORD-HERALYOUR LEADING ARTICLES ARE SPLENDIL, AND, AS IT SEEMS
I
TO ME, ALWAYS ON THE RIGHT
LAST SUMMER
SIDE.
READ WHAT YOU HAD TO SAY ON THE QUESTION OF CITY
WATER. WHAT THIS CITY NEEDS IS PLENTY OF GOOD
WATER AND AT AS LOW A COST AS POSSIBLE.
WISHING YOU THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON, WITH
A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR, I REMAIN,
YOURS VERY TRULY,
JOHN W. BARRON.
'

'

'

'

4
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ALISUQUEKOUE

PAGE TWO.

THE tVLMNG CITIZEN
rMUh

Give Us

Tbe Citizen Publishing Company
t Pmtrffra
Mil

m
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Official Paper of Bernalillo Coanly
ltd City of Albuquerque.

get competent men, we
will by good team work build up
the circulation of The Saturday
Evening Post to unheard-o- f figures.
IF wc, can

ImcliM frmt nroi Dlipitclm.
Urprt City nd County ClrtalltiM.
TIM

Llrml

Nrw

llrrtt

Mnict ClrcullHoa.

NarPitnt Arlront Clrciilitltm.

TEHMI OF SUBSCRIPTION:
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4nnct.l,b,H.., 15.00
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It is now

100

Application

win aanfer
faror by imttfrtnt oa
of tha paper.
mtrtt eai any
anal ramittaneea aaould ba addinaij to
al Utteia
Omaaat PuauaHiMO ConritNi. Draft,
Tn
akaaka. aoatofftea and aiptaa money ordera
ajraat ba aaada payable la tbe ardar of the

TILiaMaNttl
Colorado
Automatic 183
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GOOD STORY ON ACTOR WAKDE

DID THINGS

SOMNABULIST

MINERS' CONVENTION AT

.WHILE HE

28

DECEMBER

WAS ASLEEP

BRANChIEs OF ARIZONA'S WILL HAVE A CHANCE .TO .WAKE
N
?U"'N
INDUSTRY
WILL BE
GREAT
t j m m n ii nir rnum
rnutniA
REPRESENTED ' AT
COPA.

ALL

story is told of Frederick
"Warde, who will appear
at Elks'
Opera House on Friday nlgut, December 22.
Some twenty years ago, when Mr.
Warde was supporting Mr. Booth as
leading man, he happened, on one occasion, in Nashville, Tenn., to be
playing "Leartes" to Mr. Booth's
"Hamlet." . The following morning,
Mr. Warle. accompanied by his wife,
was seated at the breakfast table in
tbe hotel. A lady, who was sitting
opposite, evidently a resident of the
lty, wa interrupted at iier breakfast
hj a gentleman, who came in and asked her If she bad vl.sited the theater
the previous evening and seen Mr.
Itooth in "Hamlet." The lady stated
that she had not, as her little child
was 111, hut that her husband, Mr.
. had gone, and "Oh," she said,
"iie came home and raved about the
performance. He said that Air. Booth
jvaa simply marvelous, but that his
support was vile, particularly the man
who played 'Leartes.'
And Just to
think, I am going to the theater tomorrow night, and this man is to
lilay 'Othello' to Mr. Booth's 'Iago,'
and goodness only knows what he will
1o to that part."
Of course, by this
time, Vt Warde, as a devoted wife,
was nervously clutching the cutlery.
Mr. Warde, however, managed to restrain Tier natural ire, and no lives
were lost. The lady In question still
resides in Nashville and is now a
great admirer of Mr. Warde, and up
to this time h.is never discovered
that the same Mr. Warde sat opposite her nt that breakfast table.
A Rood

"D"T"

'

n,a" r,""ilh ?
s court. Phoenix, for being drunk
8,1,1 "l"'Ierly.
He said he bad in
manner got m splaced in the
"hume when the Norrls & Rowe show
uiHlianded for the season recently and
0 Si,",a
flrirt'' ",t0
ami some one gave him a

Arizona miners will meet in con- ventlon at Phoenix, December 28. As
stated in the original call for the
gathering, the delegates will Include
of
men representing every branch
the mining industry. The miner, who;
work below the!
does the actual
eround: ' the nrosnector:
the mine
owner; tbe capitalist and the promoter. The strength of the convention and its capacity for good will depend in a great measure on all the
varied interests connected either directly or indirectly with the mines of
the territory being fully represented.
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iMlnlnn
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ri.lnba ' P n.hluL-nrr,il n
bottle, and his mind went into peace
ful sleep shortly thereafter.
But Donahue Is a somnambulist
when he goes to sleep under such circumstances, and he proceeded to meander about town, knocking people
down, and acting impolitely- In many
,llL'r ways unt I the officer, got him
He was penitent, and wanted acuanoe.
to walk to Maricopa, before sundown,
and was given permission to do so.
He has two weeks' pay coming to him
from the show company and will go
to Santa Cruz to get that. He may
then returns to invest in real es- a Nothing store. He
'f.'0 ol' 44s'an
'fe cents a day.
,. r

p (i .1

n

fcuci ai
will be discussed, the principal bus!-- !
ness that will confront the conven
tion will be the organization of the

Arizona Miners' association on somewhat similar lins that govcrnJhe
California .Miners' association.
It isj
proposed to have the association asi
well as the convention, comprise
in
Its membership every branch of the
Industry, for in this will lie the or
ganization's great strength. The object of the association will be chiefly
educational, in that It will glvo the
.different phases of the business and
advising with each other as to the
best means of advancing the interests of the Industry In the territory.
From present indications the convention will lie the biggest gathering
of miners ever held in the southwest,
and judging from the support the
piess of the territory is giving and
the enthusiasm of those connected
with, the mining industry for the proposed miners' association, it Is sure
to prove a grand success.

v

The leading female role in "Hoolt-KaIn New York1 is a blind girl who
earns a living selling flowers In the
Btreets of t tip great city. A supposed
friend of her father's has possession
of property that rightfully lelongs To
her, and fearing that she may eventually secure It lie plots to murder her
tier and thu3 make himself secure.
She Is rescued by "Hooligan" and the
villain is finally brought to justice.
The character Is a sympathetic one.
and Miss Maude Rurnham, who will
lie seen in It at Elks' Opera House.
December 25. is said to be the ideal.
It Is a peculiar fact that during the
nix years Miss Burnham has been in
the theatrical profession she lias
V layed no less than six blind girls, in
"The Two Orplnns." a "Brother for
Itrother." 'Tinier the City Ijimps,"
"The Minister's Daughter,"
'Young
Mrs. Witittir.il." and ' Hooligan in
New York " She regards her present
role as the best of them all, and re- rusea a similar part in a new production which iiniises to remain the
ntire seas n on Broadway, to con
tinue wiili 11 luiltan in New York.'.
n

.

KILLED IN A GAME OF CARDS

SAFFORD, ARIZ., HAS A MURDER,
AS THE RESULT OF A DRUNKEN SALOON

ROW.

4--

MEXICO

Capital and Surplus

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

On
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as 1200.00. Loans are quickly raade

f

One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
street
Steamship
tickets to and from all
Twenty-UvWANTED
salespeople,
parts of tbe world.
men, women and girls. Apply at
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
once, to George Denny's store, Old
315 We9t Railroad Ave.
Aiuuquerque
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED
Gentiemtn a second-hanOpen Evenings.
clothing. No. 615 South First street
CARuS
south of viaduct. Send address and
PROFESSIONAL
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
DENTISTS.
WANTED A man or man and wife,
to take caro of ranch close In;
nicely fixed up for chickens and
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
cows, or will rent very cheap to
Dental Surgeon.
good tenant.
Apply on premises
Room J5 and 16, Grant, block, over
1115 North Arno street.
L.
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both "phones. Appointments made by
'
mall.
FOR RENT
V'(VrrRENTve-r6o7u- "
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
house", witS
Office
avenue.
No. 306 Railroad
bath; furnished. 217 North Walter
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
street.
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telep'none 462. Ap
FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for polntmenta
made by mall.
524 West Railroad
housekeeping.
LAWYERS.
avenue.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms;
Bernard 8. Rodey.
bath and electric lights. Gentlemen
Albuquerue
ATTORN
preferred. Garcia bldg., 504 West
given to all
attention
Prompt
M.
N.
Kauroad avenue.
business pertaining to the profession
Apartments in Paik Will
FOR RENT
practice In all courts of the tern-torView terrace, eight rooms each;
and before '.be United State
H land office.
modern equipment throughout.
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
Ira M. Bond.
FOR SALE
.
32 F street
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWFORSALE Two new burro carts. N. W.. Washington, D. C. Pensions,
See Albuquerque Carriage eompany lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
your letter patents, trade marks, claims.
SELL., RENT OR TRADE
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
"RrwTD. Bryan.
Albuquer
.
South Broadway.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWFOR SAKE Must, leave town, an que, N. M. Office, First National
will sell my piano at a bargain. Ad Bank building.
c A nohson.
jlress, B. P., this office.
.
Office Crom
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWFOR SALEFirst-clas- 8
saddle and
bridle, at Southwestern Electric and well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Construction company.
Stingle.
JohrH.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16, N
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good business for city property. T. L. Mc T. Armljo building, Albuquerque
Spadden, 30(1 South Broadway.
N. M.
FOR SALE A bamisonie Hardman
ARCHITECTS.
Piano, in fine condition and almost
Walling
F W Spencer and V. O. building
new, at a bargain.
For particu- ford,
Barnett
rooms
lars, call at this office.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
FOR SAUE OR TRADE Are you inCIVIL ENGINEERS
terested in mines? 1 have some
said to bo good deals. Talk with
D. F. McCrolling.
me. T. h. McSpadden, 300 S.
surveying an
Civil engineering,
drafting. 209 Railroad avenue. Aato
,
FOR S.AI.E A flm-rlusshotgun; bran new; matic 'phone 740.
never lias been used: one of th "NTRACTORAN DBUILDER.
best mikes. Call at The Citizen of
A.. L. Morgan. ")
flee for particulars.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACBUSINESS EXCHANGE.
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
TO EXCHANGE
Good Improved city
furnished; job work solicproperty for vacant lots. T. L. Mc- - cheerfully
phone, 724; shop at
Automatic
ited.
Spadden. 300 South Broadway.
street, Albuquer911 North Second
TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches que, N. M.
,
to trade for city property. T. L.
"
PHYSICIANS.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
McSPADDEN
The exchange man.
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
See him fori business exchanges. Homeopathic
Physician and Surgeon
300 South Broadwav.
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
Give Your Stomach Rest.
telephone, 410.
Nothine will min Indigestion that
J
MUST,
doesn't digest the food, itself, and "
"DR.'R.
cive the stomach rest. You can't
N. T. Armjjo Bldg.
Office,
that a weak stomach will regain
Tuberculosis treated with
!s strength and get well when it is
Electrical Current and Gercompelled :o do the full work that a
Treatments given each day
sound
You micide.
sromach should do.
wouldn't expect a sick horse .to get from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
Both 'phones.
Well when it is compelled to do a full In attendance.
day's work every day of the ,week.
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure "is a perfect
ot Nose,
and digests the food regard- Practice limited to diseases
Throat and Lungs.
less of the condition of yotfr stomact.
Relieves Indigestion. Belching, Sour Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
Stomach, and all stomach disorders.
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
Telephones:
Sold by all druggists.

4
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Sitfford, Ariz., was shocked to learn
that Ben Cra In had been shot and
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Benf. F.

TAILORING

'

i

UPSTAIRS.

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE,
BAMO.
BINI, PROPRIETOR

:

'

v,

My merchant tailoring si.op is up-- :
stairs over No. 2"!t West Railroad ave-- '
uue, where I solUtt the patronage or!
the public. All work guaranteed first-- i
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
perience in the business. Suits made!

4

i

t

'

to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and-repaired. The specific
use will not
injure tbe cloth. Ladies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made1
j
to order. (live me a trial.

:

'

'V,.':r:;;.1-'-

1

O. BAMBINI.

ills come from Impure blood.
Can't have pure blood with faulty digestion, lazy liver and sluggish bowels. Burdock's Blood Bittets Ftreni;th-"ii- s
stoinufh, bowels and liver, and
purifies tbe bio d.

re-- -

l

INSANITY

.

;

Capitalism

v
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

New

A

SANTA

FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N..

M.

Officers and Directors.
JOSHX7A S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOT

d

Presldevt

vice President

FRANK McKEE
R, A. FROST
H. T. RAYNOLD3

Cashier

Assistant Cashier

Dlreetov

V. 8. DEPOSITORY.

M. D

,

The State National

Clea- - the Way.
Th. n.esflon ci "Early Risers" Is
to clear th" way and give Nature full
sway. The,; famous little pills rid
the stomach and bowels of all putrid
matter, thus removing the causes of
headache, cousiipatinn. sallow com
plexion. etc. lh'Wiit's Little Early
Risers never gripe or 'sicken. A safe,
pleasant, perfect pill. Mack Hamilton,
Valley City. N. I).,
at
hotel clerk
says: 'Two botiles of these Famous
Little P:1N cure. rue of chronic constipation." Sold by all druggists.

Of course von are

ling east. W'ly
not? The holiday rates tire low. Ask
it Santa. l"e ticket otlicc for full pa"
i-

d:ug ihe stoiuaeli to cure a
One Minute Cough Cure cuts
the niiiciis, draws the Inflammation
"ut of the throat, lungs and bronchial
tubes, heals, soothes and cures. A
quick cure for Croup and Whooping
Cough.
Sold by all druggists.
Don't

eoiif-'h- .

WHAT HAVE YOU TO T R A D E

For property at I.os Cerrlllos? Cost
$1 2u0; trading
p;ice,
of
At S o'clock p. 111.
cost. A snaii, If you can use the
property. Don't' be afraid to talk
Seau Free. Seats Free with me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Broadway.
f

......

CAPITAL.
DEPOSITS

100,00.&9
,000.00

We have nad a very satisfactory growth since Ute establishment
If you are not one of our customers, "we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

of our bank.

0

President,
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
O. N. MARRON,

D. A. McPHICRSON, Ties PresMemC
ROT McDONALD, AestoUat Oashler.

oo
0

"OLD RELIABLE"

J

ESTABLISHED 1878

PUTNEY

L. B.

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carr.es the Largest am! Most exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
t. the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGOKS
ALBUQUEKUE.
railroad a Venue

D. O.

0
N.

M

OOO46O0OO

WHEN A BODY'S

CHILLY

is time to look about for
to take away the
soiiii tiling
chil'-to- r
feeling
hilly
thai
means a c:i!.J in mu.-- i instances.
And the cold mi ans drugs and
It

doctor.

a

s

"

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

"fall

J .D. EMMONS.

$SvO,000.0

$350,000.0

Depository for Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe Railway Company

Osteopathic physician and surgeon
The Torture of a Preacher.
The story of tnu torture of Rev. O. President New Mexico Board of Osteosuccessfully
D. Moore, pastor of tho Baptist church pathy.
diseases
All
of Harper.sville, N. X., will interest treated.
Otllce in Barnett building
" snrfered agonies Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
you.
He savs:
because if a persistent coush, re- phones. Sundays by appointment.
sulting from the grip.' f tried to
term.
sleep sitting up in bed. I tried many
remedies without relief, until I took Albuquerque Business College Opens
Dr. King's New Discovery for
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Coughs and Colds, which
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
entirely cured my cough, and savei ship, Shor'tiauil, Typewriting,, Eng
me from consumption." A grand cure lish, Siianit-and '.Mechanical Draw
for diseased conditions of the Throat ing.
At all druggists.
Price
and luni;s.
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
jiic and II, guaranteed.
Trial
For particulars, call or address
free.
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
o
R. O. STOLL, Secy.
20 per cent off fur cash all week
Library build. ng. East Railroad avelonur
Don't miss this golden oppor-tiinit- v
nue.
to buy ftirniture
bot-;!c-

,:gii'.'

j

Anthorrsed Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

High-Frequen- cy

one-hal-

v.

Solicits

LUNA, President.

6--

tienlars.

OF

I

...

Wilson
j

and
.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
(
Solomon Luna , A. M. Blackwell ' George. Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

double-bar-reled-

C. H. CONNOR.

'nirbe'iri,!'',;:;";
up

over-worke-

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $130,000.00.

46-4-

'
the knife. It was small.
Ule ,I,1U'
"roken out; the
The Season of Indigestion.
STOCK
OF
The season of indigestion Is upon!1'" I'la'le probably one and
long.
""'"es
We sat down and Crain
us. Kodol pvspepsla' Cure for I ml
When Rmi'a Hans slopped the other gestiou and Dyspepsia will do everv- - ,"' a" talking to Henry; paid no
'
'
conversation,
llmh
for the stomach that an over- - '"' '""
lv at T). II. Botitright's Hi re at 204
u"' "lCrain utrm k Henry
or
'.old avenue and 23 Smith Second
stomach ran- - wi:-sired, lie cwtainelv ha.i a- inot elab not do fur Itself. Kodol digests what i g ' i'' chair and .'as Henry brought out
lie went to snooting.
lie first
orate stock of Christmas present. toiou eat gives the stomach a rest
'xl i"gut.-ne- i
be next
the light.
exhibit l here, fur a veritable fairyland relieves sour stomach, beiclihip. heart-- ! s
';
'
s ly after the shooting
of toys, notions and drv goods has burn, indigestion, etc.
!' I "eci'lil Henry
'lot lu lu It.' Heniv lit th
ecu
nils iHipuiar piaco or business
t
Subscribe
lamp
for The Citizen and ui
::iul asked what to do and was
transformed into. It is a pleasure to' e
uews.
Jin.) surrender."
till. i t.:
pass t!irou!j;i the aisles so plentifully '
stocked on eithir side wiih almost
very conceivabln Christinas gift, arranged rii':s;t art ictically. That tbe
..i hp. J fcJ
(if
pHblic realizes this fact is attested by
the crowds tMat minutely congest the
establishment and the ejaculations of
delight hi nr. on every side. It takes
Ale you in favor of
but a short :im to supply yourself
socialism?
Hear Wilwith enoiu-l- i nil's at Boat riehi 's to
son.
stocking-ifill the chibli-ensor the
)
Are you oppose,
'
adults, for lint matter, and but a
socialism? Hear Wll- money, ton, fur, everything found
Slli.
there is most reasonable. Call this
(veiling ir tiitimi lnw and satisfy your:
self. It will be flie naycst ami most
!
profitable pleasure trip you ever took.
'
There Is plenty tn look 'at and plenty
V'i.' i.
of clerks to wall mi you.

Mauv

NET

y

killpd, says the Guardian.
A bullet through his head and another in the region of his hip, told
the story that a
had done
its deadly work. According to
Sid Henry killed Crain during
an altercation.
Crain had been in and tiround Saf- fnr.l for live or six years, and liore the
For Cracked Hands.
Rough skin and crpeked hands are reputation of a peaceable citizen. He
not only cured by De Witt's Hazel was a nntive of Arkansas.
Ben Crain, Sid
Henry and Bill
Salve, but an occasional application
will keep the skin soft and smooth. Phillips went into the Railroad
ui ic ut r o'clock In the morning,
Best for Eczema, Cuts. Burns, Bolls,
Ktc. The genuine DeWItt's Witch and aroused Dan Herndon, the bar- Hazel Salve affords immediate relief keeper, to get a lunch. After they
in all forms of Blind. Bleeding. Itch-- bad ciiten their lunch the three, and
ine and Protruding Piles. Sold by al Walter Wansless, who was stopping
druggists.
with Herndon, sat down for a game
,
of poker.
VERDICT OF $5,000.
Tiie rest of the stolv Is best told In
of
annlee al
Bam,n!!iu
Georoe A. saw.TL.m
l ie UKlHe-- I.
J
wnlfh utmwti thnt It wnn
Against the Santa Fe
just
row.
another
drunken
with a pis
After being out twenly-fou- s
hour., tol ,vt!i:tT to blame.
testimony
The
j
tbr. j,,-A.
fjeorge
lne eBse of
was as follows:
Sowers vs. The Atchison. Topeka &
lost
me
change
"Crain
first
in, and
Santa Railway company, brought in a started to argue
Phillips. P!hll- ri rX,
Saturday afternoon, awarding! ' , ,., ,,,, ,i,. with
. .... ,
,
i
""i tin ".e.i fciven liim
ui.in.- - .,u,irr
in .1..,
i'iu'iii ui iiniuni-mull 111 ilrin!;s and money
to eat on. Crain
$5.1100, says tbe El Paso Times.
ydii are a
said
.
Crain
Sowers was suing the railroad com- opened his knife. Phillips
to
started
pany for ll'u.iMiil for the loss of a part get ii').
a
said 'wait
minute....
1.1
,w. I..
n
he
'
W,u
in
ilie knife
his left band, stick
.
.
.. .
in
dropped
'hillr, .h engine when a. sort
the
' '
on h
,,
, h
klli1(.
I,
1
Htpk , ht. fl(

"HAPPY HOOLIGAN IN NEW YORK

MERCHANT

ALBUQUERQUE,

Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horse

WANTED

Clean rags. inquire
The Citizen otllce.
A few more roomers at
WANTED
Oold Avenue Hotel; $1.50 per week
and upward.
WANTED A canvusser and solicitor
on commission and wages. Address,
XX.. this office.
WANTED Darge. and smull grain
sacks by Clarkville Produce Company, for cash.
620 South First
VVAM'jsu

THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
.i."i'.I t

'

Montezuma Tttsst Co.

buslne?

e

.KCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

IS
D.
SUCH
H.
STOR
ELEGANT
GOODS.

man who rhotud be working for yout
man whi would glidly lend you money?
n.m na wculj like to buy your hone?
man who would buy an Interest In your
man who would buy that lot of ground?
man who would buy your old bicycle?

K

'

WW

FAKYLAND

the
the
the
the
the
the

X

Citizen Want Ads, Furnish you
with names and addresses
people who are
'Neccessary to Your Prosperity"

ot a million

three-quarte- rs

BANK INSTITUTIONS

"Che

copies weekly, so me thing never
before attained by a weekly magazine. We want one good man in
this town to organize a selling force
and push it thoroughly and systematically.

by Carrier, 60c per month
CrrrzitH will h dlTmd In the
I'iiiim
Tn
Kr at taw law rata of tu rnt pt weak, or for '

Br awMth, when raid monthly.
tinrUilog Bites Mid Known on

of
of
of
of
of
of

Men

rLABEL

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 21, 190$.

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

Weekly ky

Pally

EVENING CITIZEN

ASSAY ERS.

CORBET & COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers,

j

unnea

States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East ?';, 1.1 of I'la.a, Santa Fe. N. M.
"
RaTlROAD TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points, go to Paulsen's Association
Rialroad ticket otlice. Railroad tickets
bought, sold and exchanged.
LAND MATTERS.
H. W. S. Otero.

United States Court Commissioner.
West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office.
Furious Fiahting.
"For seven years,'' writes
Hoffman, or Harper. Wasi:..
W.
with chro
battle,
bad a bitter
stomach and liver trouble, but at la.
by tbe
I won and cured my diseases
use of Electric Bitters. I un'hesitat-iii.lrecommend them to all, and
don't Intend in the future to be without t bem in the house. They are
certainly a wonderful medicine, xo
have cured such a bad case as mine."
Sold under guarantee to do the same
for you, by all druggists, at fioe a
bottle. Try them today.
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effective.
convenient cost
Clean an
but a few ce:its to beat a room.
All sie.s, nii.l every siyl '.
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I Jlwer

Gas, Electric

Company

7011

Price
Inventory Sale all week.
NUMBER
YOUR HOUSES FOB Slashing the motto. Everything from
TWENTY FIVE CKN'TS. SEE HUD- (he necessities to the luxuries at
SON'. Till: PAINT EH.
EMMONS' FURNITURE STORE.

15.

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS
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NATIVE
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Or COMMFP'K

MA.TJ)JM!JK
AND CHC3
LUMBER
Always
HI'Il.'INC PAPER

C.

PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

t' HERMAN-WILLIAM-

L'

203 V. Railroad Ave.

At Consistent Prices

.1.
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FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE
,
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r
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GENERAL NEWS

Get a contract for one of those beautiful

WELL GATHERED

Damage to Navigators
in Harbors.

WILL

THIRTY

COSf

Highlands

ISSUE

Largest Steel Plant Ever
posed in History of
the World.

Pro-

and give it to your wife for a Christmas present

LOTS

MILLIONS

The
Washington. D. C, Dec. 21.
navigators of rivers and harbors In
the neighborhood of the roast forti
fications have complained to the War
Department of the practice o the ar
tillery chiefs in marge or the searcn-liirht- a
of throwing such lights upon
their ships, much to the annoyance of
those on board It has been ordered
liv the War Department that greater
rare be exercised in the operation of
searchlights
mounted at the coast
fmts. It Is well known that a light
of this kind is apt to lead to serious
it
sometimes
consequences, since
The
Minds the man at the wheel.
armv searchlight will, therefore, be
used only when it Is absolutely nec-- j
essary, and will be directed toward
tnose ships used by the government
for artillery practice. Whenever any
other vessel is lighted in this way the
light will be removed as soon as the
Identity of the ship is disclosed or so
soon as the usual alarm whistles are
sounded. The artillerists say the
searchlight has come to have a prominent place in the operations of guns
at night, and Is now regarded as absolutely essential, in the location of
a target. It Is also necessary to conduct constant practice with the lights
so that the operators may have every
opportunity to perfect themselves in
the management of the mechanism.
Every coast fort will be equipped
with one or more of the searchlights
and some of tTie plants will be of great
power.
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DEC f, JAMES
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.

A. HAMMOND

4,
5,
7,
8,
8,
9,

Lots

MELETON CORDOVA
JULIAN LUNA
WM. STEWART v
RYAN

MARIE

ALICE LOUISE CLARK

DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.
DEC.

11

S. O. ANDROS

Block 1, Lot 36

11, FANK CHAVEZ
11, S. TRUBY
13, CHAS. BAIRD

Lots 2 and 3, Block Y
Lota 11 and 12, Block 32
Lot 9, Block 39

'.

Prices $125, $) 50 to $(75 Pet Lot

OF 150 MILLIONS.
New York, Dec. 21. A special meeting of the stockholders of the Ameri-

can Telephone and Telegraph company has been called for this afternoon for the purpose of considering
the nronosition of Issuing $150,000,000
in convertible bonds, with a view of
extending the business of the com
pany. The bonds are to be sold from
iime to time, as the needs of the company may require. A special meeting of the stockholders had to be
CODING EVENTS
called to enable the company to carry
out the plan. The company has suffiDecember 22
Frederick Warde,
cient funds In its treasury to meet "Hamlet,"
matinee. "Julius Caesar,"
Its probable requirements until well
December 25 "Hooligan In New
into the year 1906, but authority is York."
desired to issue bonds, so that the
December 27 "Hans Hanson."
directors may be In a position to take January 1 Woodmen
of the World
advantage of any favorable oppo- Ball.
rtunity that may arise. There is no
January 2 Elks' Minstrels.
doubt that the stockholders will apJanuary 6 Moving Pictures.
prove of the plan.
January 8, 9, 10 Geo. Samuels' Attractions.
LARGEST STEEL PLANT
January 11 Fablo Romaine.
SINCE TIME BEGAN. Jenuary 12 "Shadows on the Hearth"
21.
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec.
The
January 13 "Old Cross Roads."
United States Steel Corporation has
January 15 West's Minstrels.
nnd
broken ground between Hammond
January 20 Ollie Mack.
IlliTolletson, Lake county, near the
January 23 "Hooligan's Troubles."
nois stale line, for a new steel plant,
January 29, 30 Geo. Samuels' Atlarwhich. It is asserted, will be the
tractions.
gest in the world. The plans have
January 31 "Ole Oleson."
not yet been fully matured in all their
in Mad Chase.
detail, but those In a position to know,
Millions rush in mad chase after
state that within the next two years
Indiana will usurp the place held by health, from one extreme of faddism
Illinois'
as the greatest steel pro to another, when, if they would only
ducing state in the west. According eat good food and keep their bowels
to a statement given .out the United regular with Dr. King's New Life
fills, their troubles would all pass
Stales Steel Corporation intends to away.
Prompt relief and quick cure
put $30,tM,00! into the new plant
alone, and will m ike it the best ciiij-pe- for liver and stomach trouble; 25c at
plant of its kind in the world. ny drug store: 2'ianintpnrJ.
It is expected that when it is
NOTICE
OF ANNUAL
MEETING.
at i's foil capacity, twenty thousand men will lie employed there.
The regular ?.niiua! meeting of the
Hven umler the most lavorable con- stcckholilerii of the Hank of Comditions ft will require at least two merce for t).e election of directors for
year
complete ho enormous plant. the enduing year, and for the transaction of such other business as may
NEW EV GLAND DINNER
properly coi;e bffore the meeting,
GIVEN IN BROOKLYN. will be hoi I at its baDking house on
lirooklyn. X. Y.. Dec. 21. The an- January 1, VMH.
W. S. STRICKLEH. i
Knitland Sonual dinner of the
Vice President and Cashier.
ciety of Urooklyn will he held this
o
n' the Pouch mansion. The
Try a Citizen want ad.
by .1. P.
tlrt address will be delivered
Kolliver, fnl'el Sia'es Miiator from '
-rr
Iowa, rue of the most eloquent speakr-- v
ers in coMC.ress. He will be followed
bv !r. M. W. .stryler, president of
Dr.
Hamilton College, ami the
the nfw pastor of t
Nehctniah I'.oynl'-nthe Clinton Avenue Congregational
i f
'hutch. The closing a Idress will be
congressman
made bv J. Ad'.nii Iteile,
trom Minnesota., and known as "the
witty man" of the last ci ngres.-.- .

13,
14,
14,
14,
14,
18,
18,

'CULVER

A. C.

I

HARRIET HOTELLING
F. P. APODACA & CO
C. GRANNIS
PETER REID
18, AGOSTINO
PUGLIESE
19, WM. TRAVERS
19, ANTHONY BENNER
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ELECTRICAL

Will do a general electrical contracting business In New
Mexico and Arizona. Communicate with us tor everything
electrical.
All kinds of wiring, building of transmission
lines, installing and modernizing of lighting and power

DRINK

SPECIAL

plants. Estimates promptly and cheerfully given. Agents
for Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. Motors, generators,
transformers.

Office and Store 506 West Railroad A venae
ALBUQUERQUE, N 0

MELIN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and

rar

AGENTS FOR

Dealers

Ifa I Blats's Milwaukee Beers
Mail orders have prompt attention. Call, or

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone ami o. F. C. Whiskies. Moet h
White Seal Champagne. it. Louis A. II. C. Bohemian and
,
Jos. Scblitz Milwaukee Mottled
and owncra and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write
our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
'
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
.
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:iJ.Kr&,Co.
Albuquerqire.

West Silver Ave.,
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WAGONS
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SUPPLIES

HOLIDAY

FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED

Ctiaiidon

f.--

N. M.

i.ii

Albuquerque, N. M.

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
For the icason that we can guarantee

all glasses prescribed by ua.

Bobber Optical Co.
115 GOLD

M
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Xmas

linnkdown would be too bad If you
drlyt
snouM take your girl out for
and your wheel came off or your gear-i- n
4 gave out In any way. Be prepared
for the merry Yuletide by having youi
carriage overhauled and put in good
condition. It won't cost you much
and will make your mind easy tor the
winter. We will do it in
style and in prompt order.

ON YOUR
ir

URAGOIE
dtfeett what you tat, t&kea tht ttrain off
Drayin'
Shlpptn
i
There would be nioru buttermilk of tht heart, and contribute nourishment;
Dealer In
t he good ttrtngth and health to every organ of tht
sold if people only know
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
FREIGHTIfi
body. Curat Indigestion, Dytpeptia, Sour Grocerlet, Clgara and Tobacco, and!
qualities of the drink. There
nothing in the line of simple drink Stomach, Inflammation of tht mucout
of Freh Meat
kind
all
You
once, you'll
have u
in membranes lining the Stomach and Diges
300 North Broadway. Corner of Wash
which exercises a more
Prices right;
call again.
fluence on tuo general health. U is tive Tract, Nervout Dytpeptia and Catarrh Ington Avenue. ALHCQUERUE.N. M
Stomach.
ther ain't no sougln'.
at once a food aud a me Heine. The
IS. PEACH & CO.
lactic acid which it contains acts on AAar wt1n(. mj toed wouhl dlttrui m br makinf
end I would bcom fry wau.
the whole digestive stun, while as mr heaitI pipltai
Ef the Albuquerque Transfer Men
Pnaily f Qi boal of Kcdol and it f are ma
to. d it lias already undergone a
ESTATE DEALERS
Altar mfrvf a law bottlet I am eutad.
'phone.
Automatic
otllce,
in tlu churning to which it
txi.
tis''
MRS. L0RU4O NICHOLS. Pann Van, M. T.
West Gold Avenue.
are
has bi en Kubjf ; J. Instances
I had atomaeh iioubla and wai tn a bad ftat at I
persons
of
with
HlT.ieto.l
nittiieroiiS
heart troubl with It. I took Kc3ol Dytpaft
tirjglit's disease living for many years bad
Cira lor about tour mombt and it curad it a.
W. L. THIMBLE' & CO.
VARNISHES AN!
(oiiii.arj
in
"omfoi't with no other
a KAUbLB. HnAK O. LrVTERY. SALE FEED AND TKANS PAINTS, OILS.
KUUi!HKS.
but-(ban
til'
daily
siriply
medicine
Leather, Harness.
KER STAHLE.S
Saddles, La;
Ka!i.
md Itatigf.
rii! .; i.
Ditfcsts
Horses md Mules boutbt anj ei ' Rubes,
Hnrse l!!auliets, Etc. Pal
changed.
'met'o Roof Paint; lasts five years and
Vi kwi4 1
XrUM
PLACE YOUR ORDERS FOR HUY- UsM M Kttcfc eM tU
rtUfTtlK 0.ZWIM
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
LER'S AN3 LOWNEY'S CANDIES
4 C Cbkl(,
O. A. MATSON
Second atreet, between Railroad and Paits.
FOR CHRiSTVAS.
J
U)3
LUttgalaLi..
Cupper aveuues.
&. CO., SOLE AGE.NTS.
tor Jsdito b
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

1

ember of Hoard of Optometry
Examiners.

tYOUR PICTURE t

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

CO

&

Straight Kentucky Whiskies a
Specialty

Indigestion causes the stomach te
ewell, and puff up against the
Finished for Christmas, even If
is tnadu as lat, as Decern- heart This crowds the heart and Inter- A
Y
.
Kxtraordinary reduction until January 1.
feres with its action, and In the court at T
HALF PHK'K on all our cabinet pictures.
time the heart btoomtt dittattd.
Y $10 Plcturet. now
$5 $6 Picturet, now
$3
Sittings made by appointment evenings, until 9 o'cloi k.
v ju west Ktnroad Avenue.
CCUUtirrpll n nniuin
rtlMflUlLll
Auto. 'Phone, 697.

s

a

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars

CONTRACTORS

art eauted ty

expand

28

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

Tt.--

ir you tat a
indigestion,
littU too much, or if you art subject to
ftUcke of Indtfestioa you have no doubt
uma auoruiaaa ui uisaui, lapia uvarb oatti,
heartburn or palpitation of the heart.

W

Owners

ERNEST MEYERS

WHOLESALE
and RETAIL

STATE CHANCELLORS
HOLD A CONFERENCE
1
TIlO I'On
I llfKj tnM. Ark
lerenee cf the chancellors of this state
was opened hire in lav with a large
I. is the first meeting
attendance.
since the initial ((inference in April,
nnd it Is expected that an orrmlzatlnn
will be effected and a constitution and
will be adntned. Several of
'he committee appi luted Rt the first.
meeting will report and various niat-tifs of luterest will come up for consideration and discussion. The meet-'nhas been carefully timed so as not
to conflict with the work of the
courts.

CO.,

ZINCORfORATCDZ

i

32
35
30
32
39
32
32
50

We withdraw all unsold lots from the market, for
time, on January 1st.

ooo.ooo-o-oNash Electrical Supply Go.

u. v.
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Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Block
Black
Block
Block

o
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Lota 8 and 9,
Lot 10,
Lota 3 and 4,
Lot 10,
Lota 10, 11 and 12,
Lot 11,
Lot 12,
Lota 7 and 8,
Lota 4 and 10,
Lot 6,

ANNA BLUMQUIST
ROY S. HADDRILL

SURETY INVESTMENT

run-nhi-

nwuawanm

toy .o1tiui8ill

mmomiilhi.

Lot 5, Block 12
and 12. Block 35
Lota 8 and 9, Block Y
Lot 5, Block X
Lot 11. Block 16
Lots 3 and 4, Block 20
LoU 9 and 10. Block 31

1, H. L. GIBBS

PROPOSED BOND ISSUE
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Prices wiil bo rigbt. The cows can,
be Heen at Plueher'.s pardt n, old town,!
en tlieir arrival.
o
Subscribe for The Cut en and get
'
the news.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH HAELNETT.

j

120 West

I

Wls3S,Eir,lltJ,K:.

Ttf.

Rafro4 Arrovt

SAMrLX AND
CLUB B.OOMS
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While Uncle Sain is spending millions In
Idaho, California, Wyoming, Nevada and this leirilory,
for Irrigation projects to roclalm the arid wastes, there
Is a man In Utah who proposes to make crops urow
(liven a quarter section
without any artitleial watering.
of land, and no Initial capital la required save hard wo.Hi
and plenty of pluck.
The matter has been taken up 'y the government
with the result that several experimental .stations have
been established throughout I'tuh.
Just what this new method of farming means for
the west Is best told In the words of Pror. V. A. Yoder,
In charge of the work:
"Millions of acres of fertile land, lying nicely to be
cultivated, can never be reached with water to Irrigate.
By methods In farming as practiced In humid regions we
can raise so little that we count It unprofitable, and
designate these fine areas as arid wastes or deserts.
Kverythlng Is favorable to crop production excepting the
water.
The rainfall and suowfall is only half enough
Ifi however, the water of two seato produce a crop.
sons can be utilized to produce one crop, It means success.
There is more than one way to bottle up water,
and the best is to use the soil Itself as a bottle. If the
soil is deep, It will hold all that falls upon it without
If the farmer plows It deep, subsoils
leaking out below.
it In the fall and lets it lie rough through the winter
and spring, he opens the bottlo ready to catch all the
If he keeps it blanketed with a few Inches of
water.
very loose dry soil by cultivation when the soil Is In a
condition to crumble nicely, and then cultivates frequently thereafter through the summer, he effectively
corks up the bottle so that but a relatively small part
of it gets out into the air. He then also keeps all weeds
down and prevents the enormous leakage through the
roots, stems and leaves of the plants which would otherNext fall he again opens his bottle
wise take place.
by deep plowing, and cither sows his wiuier crop then,
or his spring crop next spring.
"The water thus accumulated is sufficient to develop
pood crops of those kinds which mature early, like
He,
wheat, barley, oats, rye, alfalfa and broom Brass.
however, does not sow these crops very thick, as that
would exhaust all the moisture before the plants have
time to mature.
"The moisture that gets into the air through the
plants constituting the crop Is not wasted, as that which
gets out through weeds or the
surface of
By such methods of farming, where there is
the soil.
from 12 to 15 Inches of prcclpltatiou annually, 20 to !iU
bushels of wheat per acre are produced on every alternate year, some being much better adapted to dry farming than others.
"There is much land east of the Rocky mountains,
extending from Northern Canada to the coast, that is
now barren, but which can be made profitable by dry
farming."
hard-pack-

p

The Mortem Case

It is generally conceded by

the friends of President
Roosevelt that his alleged action In preventing the trial
of Paul Morton, for violations of law committed while
.,
I,
!
C ..... ..
irlnA n.t.ln..4' was at the time of the alleged action a member of the
president's cabinet, that this action, if true, can but
be looked upon as a mistaken manifest at ion of personal
and party fealty.
A recent resolution offered by Senator Tillman, of
South Carolina, which was adopted without opposition,
is for the purpose of showing that the alleged action
was actual.
It is intended to bring before the senate
an official transcript of the record which contains the
declaration of Paul Morton that he knowingly violated
the law by granting rebates, but that it was necessary to
meet competition.
In a recent speech, Mr. Tillman
denounced the president for whitewashing cabinet
officers.
He now seeks to obtain official proof that the
interstate commerce committee recommended to the
attorney general the prosecution of Mr. Morton aud that
the president prevented any action because Mr. Morton
was then a cabinet minister.
In this connection he
desires to make u matter of senate record the testimony
given under oath by Mr. Morton that he had wilfully
violated, the law because other railroad officials pursued
that course and it was necessary to obtain business for
his road.
Should the fact prove to be as Senator Tillman
claims and as is generally believed, the effect upon the
reputation and popularity of the president will be absolutely, lnapprecable as far as the people' are concerned.
No human being is exempt from liability to
error, and If the president did err, he erred on the side
of mercy, without injury to justice.
T."

.Enforcing

1

1

tSfiij ILaw

The indictment In the federal courts of a lint of
railroad men in Philadelphia and Chicago makes railroad
managers sit up and take notice.
In a word, the administration will enforce the Elkins law.
More than
that, under the Instructions of Attorney General Moody
the violation of this law respecting rebates and other
unfair discriminations is to be declared a conspiracy to
commit a crime, and may, in the Judgment of the court,
be punishable not only by fine but by imprisonment.
There's the rub.
So long us the penalty was a
mere fine, the railroads could well afford to pay the
money u the Infrequent findings and go on violating the
law.
Hut now the attorney general has hunted up a
decision of the United States supreme court which provides for a jail or penitentiary sentence and has instructed the district attorneys to offer immunity to
shippers who will testify as to payment of rebates.
The way to enforce the law is to enforce it. If the
law is a good ono enforce it.
if the law Is a bad one
enforce It Just the same until it is repealeu.
Inoperative law brings all law Into disrepute.
A "square deal"
demands that corporations that violate the law should
be punished through the men who violate the laws. The
people are tired of the immunity practically granted to
corporations.
They should be held to an accounting
as strictly as the poorest citizen is held.

-
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Rcnembor Mother
At O'O Old Homestead

he Citizen Publishing Company

W. S. 6TRICKLER

,

EVENING CITIZEN.
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Padded
Public Documents
The postofflce department does an

annual business
of three hundred and twenty millions of dollars equal
to the entire budget of some count ries., Hut it pays out
fourteen and. a half millions more than it takes in.
The postmaster general gives one of the reasons
for this deficit.
It is caused by the franking priv liege.
A vast amount of matter goes through the mail without
paying postage.
Mr. Cortelyou says this fre,. service
costs the country twenty millions a year.
One pound
of mail mutter in every eight Is carried free.
The
postmaster general urges a reform in the frauklng privilege.
When he wrote bis condemnation of the abuse
ho must have looked over to the big government printing office where tons of useless muff is going through the
presses.
Most of the printed output of this shop is
mailed free to people who sell it to the junk dealer.
President KooscveU'g smelling commiitee has (ailed
attention lo the enormous-wastinvolved in the padded
publications.
The government would save millions ot
dollais by hiring a few new school editois who would
make judicious use of their blue pencils in condensing.
l he garden is a great medI'uiiaucipwa inquirer:
icine chest. He jour own doctor and junk to join on
If you are wakeful eat lettuce.
slight ailments.
I'or
affections of the skin aud for yellow skin eat onions.
Onions are nlso good for colds, coughs, scrofula.
I'or a
tor pi
liy of asparagus.
If the bowels are
disc
Tor malaria and general
brea
nberries.
If nervous and irritable
y.
Kor constipation eat fruits, ripe
cat
Fresh fruits are good; so are fig
and
s are l he most beneficial.
and

BY BEATRICE FAIRFAX.
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oratoricXl contest,
26, 1905, at
tuesday, december
8 o'clock p. pm.
admission, 23 cents. seats
reserved free at matson'8.
contestants from las vegas,r
albuquerque, santa fe,
city, mesilla park and

Christmas Neckwear

sil-ve-

GALLUP.

In choosing your Christmas gifts try and do so with
some regard to the needs of those for whom they are
You are gnitm to visit the old homo
Cheap rates ta
The shops are Tull t pretty trifles, and !t la during tho holidays.
Intended.
possible to please everybody from grandmamma down to all points, via the Santa Ke route.
IV) not be disucuraged If the amount
the llMiest baby.
For fine Kbony Toilet and Mani
yon can afford to expend is of the smallest.
Dispatch curing
Sets Bt Reasonable Prices, call

each little gift with a loving sentiment, ami It Is sure
to be welcomed and appreciated.
Those who love you
It
will love your gift, no matter how small It may be.
would be very nice to have a full pocket as well as a
full heart, but If you can't have both hi? satisfied with
lue latter, fcr It t the better.
Some at this glad Christ must Idu are far from home.
Perhaps you can't afford to go home, and perhaps you
Hut there is
can't even afford to send home any gifts.
one thing you can ull afford to do, and that is to write a
It Isn't always easy to keep up the
Christmas letter.
At the end of a long day's work
home correspondence.
one is too tired to do anything but tumble Into bed. And
on Sunday well, the day I:. over before it seems half
begun.
So, between one thing and another, we get into
shockingly bad habits regarding letter writing. Rut the
people at home never forget the absent one, and every
day brings with it the hope of a letter from the absent
son or daughter.
There Is never a day of the year that
your mother does not breathe u blessing for your welfare.
She will value a loving, cheerful letter from you just as
highly as though It were a present.
Don't forget to
make the letter as loving as possible.
Let her see that
you think of her and love her and appreciate all that
she has done for you.
Tell her what you are doing,
how you are getting on, and how you would love to be
be with her.
Write so that she will receive the letter
on Christmas (lav.

ooooooexoococo

Selections Made frosun
Press of Southwest
wOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOC
Aztec Index.

We notice Mr. Wood says he tried

three varieties
of tomatoes, one variety proving an Ideal money maker;
the other two proved unprofitable on account of their
We have long thought that a few columns ot
lateness.
space in our county papers could be devoted to no more
profitable use than to publish a series of articles or letters from the more experienced truck and fruit growers
giving lists of tried varieties of fruits and vegetables
that have proven profitable and unprofitable in San Juan
county, also giving hints on soil and methods of culture.
We believe that it would save many wasted dollars for
the newcomer and prove profitable to the oldost settler.
Most farm papers do not deal with the conditions to be
met here, and besides the variety that Is profitable or
unprofitable is much a matter of local conditions, soil
Local tests alone can determine this
and climate.
,
matjer.

NOTICE
THE COLOMBO HALL DANCING
ACADEMY DANCES HAVE BEEN
FROM SATURDAY TO
CHANGED
A
FOR
FRIDAY
NIGHT
FEW

L.

ALL KINDS OF TIN WORK, AT J.
BELL & CO S.

o

tt--

thn

TTnl-

AND" CANNOT

THERE IS ONLY ONE PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY CHOICE NECKWEAR, AND THAT 13 AT A
MAN'S STORE.
'HE LL" BE SURE TO LIKE HIS TIE IF IT COMES FROM HERE, FOR WE LEAD THE TOWN IN
NECKWEAR, SILK MUFFLERS. FANCY SUSPENDERS AND SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.

IF HAWLEY
ON THE CORN EH
HAS NOT GOT WHAT YOU WANT.
YOU CANNOT
BUY IT IN THE
CITY.

Fnr WInpa nnd l.tnnnra
Idays, go to Stern, Schloss

AND STYLE

Leading Neckwear Makers

JOE SCOTTI.

-

M. MANIDELIj,

& Co.

FOR RENT.

Fine Clothing and Furnishing

Three room frame, North First

street

110.00

000000O000 0OO0OO0O00O0O 000000004

Five room brick, North Eighth

street

$20.00

Five rooms, furnished, on West
?L'3.00
Railroad avenue
Seven room brick, modern,
Fourth ward
JOHN

M. MOORE

in
$30.00

REALTY

has been, since the celebration became a custom, one of Its most
celebrated features. Every age has done its best to glorify with
nw.iody this greatest of all festivals.
A visit to our store will show' you that the present century
has reached the highest point of perfection In musical Instruments.
See and hear the beautiful CHICKERING BROS., BUSH &.
LANE, ELLINGTON, HOWARD, VICTOR, PRICE & TEEPLE, and
the many other makes of pianos exclusively sold by us In tue
southwest.
Our prices and terms place musical instruments within the
reach 6f every home, no matter how bumble.
The largest stock of VICTOR TALKING MACHINES
AND
RECORDS can be seen and heard at

CO.

DANCE AT COLOMBO- - HALL
MORROW NIGHT. GENTS 50c,
DIES FREE.
o

TOLA-

Claret, port and Sherry Wines make
gifts when bought
from Stern, Schloss & Co.

good Chlrstmas

GO TO HAWLEY ON THE CORNER FOR YOUR TOYS. THE LARGEST AND MOST SELECT LINE OF
XMAS PRESENTS IN THE SOUTH-

WEST.

HUYLER'S AND LOWNEY'S CANDIES. O. A. MATSON & CO., SOLE
AGENT.

n
DANCE AT COLOMBO HALL
MORROW NIGHT.
GENTS 50c,
DIES FREE.

LEARN ARD & LINDEMANN'S

TOLA-

o

Genuine Straight Kentucky Bourbon sold at Stern, Schloss & Co.

Established

THE SQUARE MUSIC

In 1900.
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DEALERS.
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206 WEST GOLD
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Diamonds. Watches,
Jewelry SL Silverware

rOff BRAIN FOOD
0

About your Xmas presents. Come to this store we'll help you in selecting your nifts that you intend to give. Our stock Is so varied
and extensive it is no trouble to choose for man, Woman or child.
,
from 25c to $10.00.

if

Bric-a-Erac-

if-

-

Dressed and undressed

Reliable in quality and moderate in prices. As our stock Is
too varied to enumerate, we would be pleased to have you caU
and inspect our goods and to assist you In making a selection.

TOYS.

dolls, from

15c

to $5.00.

ENGRAVING FREE

RARE

NOVELTIES, of every description, ranging from

0

t

I
0

TOYS, of all kinds, from 5c to $8.00.

0

FINE STATIONERY, from 25c to $5.00.

!o

s

s

NSW BURNETT BUILDING

WE HAVE A WELL ASSORTED STOCK OF

10c to $15.

0

0

0

t AGhristmas Store Complete !0

MORRIS, Jeweler

0

205 RAILROAD AVE.
CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour is an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
and pastry.
The "Empress"
brand is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed In any particular. Its flavor Is fine and
delicate, it has fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so desirable in a family
FOR

Tucumcarl News.
We have a number of immigrants from Arkansas
this week who brought lumber along with them to build
They
houses on homesteads they contemplate taking.
had evidently been Informed that we have a prairie
country out here.
Notwithstanding the fact that we
have broad prairies, we also have large areas of fine
lumber which is not only consumed extensively at home
but much of it Is being exported to outside districts. So
when you write buck home to the folks, some of whom
no doubt will soon be getting ready to come to the land
of sunshine, health and plenty, tell them we can build
their houses out here and save them the expense of
freighting across two or three states.

Large Shipment

Hour.

M. BERGER
lit West Copper Avenue.

Leather Pillows

Las Vegas News.
The location of the "Fraternal City" has not yet been
definitely made, though some significance may attach
to tho visit of the committee to Romero.
It is said
that the only objections urged against the acceptance
of the latter place as a site for the big Institution is the
lack of water and transportation facilities.
The hot springs project has probably been abandoned, notwithstanding the magnificent offer made by
tho Santa Ke company, for the reason that all the requirements cannot be met, among them the expense of
the insurance carried on tho railroad properties at the
resort and the cost of remodeling and refitting the
Montezuma hotel.

Appliqued Table

Wholesale Agent

Buy a Charter Oak Steel Range
for a present. Woman is a
slave over an old cook stove.

t

WE GUARANTEE

Discount

331-- 3
From

IAS

Ms

JUST RECEIVED.
To close out entire line before Christ- mas. these goods will hf ?old at

Farmington Enterprise.
So far the government reservation of the greater
pari of the agricultural lands of this couuty has been
only a disadvantage.
Of course when irrigation works
are put in they will compensate many times over foi
the present inconvenience, but It Is not likely that more
than a small portion of the land withdrawn will be irrigated by the government aud as soon as It is determined
how much is likely to be used, no time should be lost
in petitioning for the release of the remainder in order
to allow private Individuals an opportunity of putting
in canals and of taking up the land.

Denver Field and Farm.
last summer when the Chicago buyers (ent
their agents out to Colorado to contract for the fruit
on the trees they brought out their long faces and tried
to make cvcryliody believe the crop would hardly be
wortti Hie picking in the fall.
They knew better than
this Init they wanted to bear down on the market and
get
u tin- goods they could at the lowest possible price.

DON'T DISAPPOINT HIM.
WE HAVE A BEAUTIFUL. LINE OF CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR, IN EVERY SHAPE
THAT IS CORRECT.
MANY OF THE SILKS AND SHAPES ARE CONFINED TO US FOR THIS LOCALITY
BE FOUND ELSEWHERE.
WE HAVE THE CHOICEST CREATIONS OF THE

AGENT.

WEEKS.

Christmas Tie

A

HUYLERS AND LOWNEY'S CANDIES. O. A. MATSON & CO., SOLE

Artesia Advocate.
We have been favorably impressed with one certain
exhibition of patriotism that he has shown lately, whicn
was hardly to be expected in u man of his age and one
who is to taste for the first time the sweet crisp crusts
of official pie.
In his first public utterances after being
appointed, Mr. Hagerman conies out squarely for joint
statehood, knowing full well that If it Is obtained he wm
have to surrender the reins of government almost an
soon as he is Inaugurated.
He seems to consider only
the welfare of New Mexico, to the exclusion of self, and
it Is a bit of sacrifice that is refreshing and rare in this
day of iolitieal jobbery.
W predict that the territory
will have ample reason to be proud of (lovernor "llert"
Hagerman.

Kaily

IT MATTERS NOT HOW MANY CHRISTMAS GIFTS A MAN MAY RECEIVE, HE WILL ALWAYS
BE EXPECTING SOMETHING VERY HANDSOME IN THE WAY OF

at Rirppe's Pharmacy.

Carlssad Argus.
The excuslonists to the valley the past week have
been numerous, several special trains having been
brought in, but the homeseekers have encountered that
which undoubtedly they had little thought of meeting
bad weather.
The snow and cold, while very proper
and good for the country, came at a, very inopportune
time on this occasion, for it could have no other effect
than dampening the ardor of prospective locators and
home builders.
It Is believed therefore, that the results from the flow of immigration the past week have
not been very satisfactory to the promoters of these
They will make the best of it,
excursion movements.
however, and try again, and as good weather is the usual
habit, and not the exceptional characteristic of the famed
Pecos valley country, the next lot of Investigators will
surely run plump into the most ideal weather they ever
experienced.

Capitan News.
The president's recommendations for Joint statehood
gives us a great deal of pleasure, and we teel quite assured it is in accord with 1he overwhelming sentiment
of this section.
n is with a no less degree of satisfaction that our new governor, Herbert J. Hagerman, has
announced his determination to add his strength to the
same proposition.
Kor once, at least, we cannot be
accused of being forninst the government, although
classed with that family.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1903.

marked

prices.

line ever shown here.

& CO.
borradaJle
117 Gold Avenue,
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Handsomest

0

,0

Benham Indian Trading: Company

0

Corner Flrtt Street and Railroad Avenue
0

BEaaamamatmJ

W
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Foundry and

Machine Works

R. f. MALL. Proprietor
Iron and Hrafls Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; Ehaftlon.
Pulleys, Grade liars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronu for
Buildings.
Ropalrm on Mining and lll Mmehlnory m Specialty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, S. M.

c

Bad. Weather

DI

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooiui.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAJLY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.
I'uder Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E, 8UNTAGQ, Proprietor.

Albuquerque

0000Cti00C00 oooooc

y K W IS L. T
Santa Fe Restaurant

1 1

THEM
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HAVE
Suggests
YOU
A
TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enable
u to order groceries; call the physician; perform social duties, etc. Bates
from live cents per ,iay up. Let ti
il! you about it.

IN

The Colorado Telephone Co.

z

Room 18 N. T. Armllo Building.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 21.
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CITY CONVICT

ORATORY CONTEST

to Represent
High School and Lawrence
llfeld the University.

i

LOCAL

POLICE

ARE

AND

Court Reluctantly Conceeds That Attorney General
Has Great Weight of Authority in Such Pro-

From Territorial
Prison.

PRELIMINARIES HELD YESTERDAY

I

IN QUO WARRANTO PROCEEDINGS

Gains Liberty

James-Saunder-s

SacKett

Chris amm as Ideas

JUDGE ABBOTT ISSUES OPINION

CAPES FROM PEN

DEFENDERS CHOSEN
Miss

ES-

ceedingsMay be

NOTIFIED

Defect in Law.

PACE FIVE.

MRU

'

TIER

TIIMG

MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
Turnover Collars, in dainty patterns, at 25c and 35c each.
XMAS FURS.
A present suited to the season,
specially priced at 25 per cent less
than regular selling price.

PRICE

xmas Handkerchief

special.

v

SILK PETTICOATS.
For an Xmas prescnL A woman
tan never have too many silk petSee our handsome line,
ticoats.
ranging In' price from $7.50 to

Six One linen Handkerchiefs,
"lu the District Court of the County has been no legislation modifying It
handsomely embroidered and hemTerritory of New
of Berualillo,
Chief McMillan has been notified
The great weight of authority ap
largo audience filled the assemstitched, arranged In pretty box,
pears to be that such a proceeding la
Mexico.
hlsh by Superintendent H. O, Bursura of
$25.
bly room at the Albuquerque
at $1.25 per box.
Mexico, ex re), subject to the discretion of the attorschool last evening to hear the pre- the New Mexico penitentiary at Santa Territory of New
BABY'S XMAS.
Hubbell,
wholly
ney general and
relator.
within his
Thomas S.
and Knit
Cashmere
liminary oratorical contest held for Fe of the escape from the prison of
Fretty
XMAS OPERA BAGS.
XMAS
GLOVES.
KID
6:130.
vs.
Case No.
control.
Ins a speaker for
Sacques, Sweaters, Booties, Long
asA
the purpose of selectcontest
big
Special.
Xma
Entire
A
very
beautiful
collection
of
Gibson,
,1ar"
alias,
vs.
HaberGeneral,
respondent.
Attorney
to be held James Saunders,
Pcificto Armijo,
and Short Kimonos, Mittens, Cape.
the first territorial
sortment of Voltaire Kid Oloves;
Dresden silk and delicately colored
Opinion.
convicted and sentenced from here
dashers Co.. 1.1 Heavan. 3fl7,
Slippers and handsome Baby
next Tuesday evening at the Elks of
Xmag
Kelt
regular
per
pair;
price.
Bags.
$1.25
Opera
They
a
Satin
make
larceny.
i n i.
buralnrv and
401, 404.
uittiim.rriiuif
lilts In
Buggy Robes.
hc. per pair.
only
price,
theater.
very
present,
$1
to
select
at
$3.50
his
in
negro,
12
and
made
quo
warranto,
Florida.
Saunders is a
State vs. Gleason.
tion In the nature of
There were four contestants, the efHANDSOME SILK SHAWLS.
each.
XMAS SUGGESTIONS FOR MEN
Tuesday, December 19.
Attorney Genet al vs. Sullivan, 13
of Thomas S.j
fort of all being highly commenda- escapehowon the convict succeeded In which on the inrelationname
t $1.35 to
In black and whUe,
at-AND BOYS.
the
Mass., 44t.
of
Just
the
Hubbell,
of
and
ability
oratorical
Knowing
MEXICAN
DRAWN
WORK.
ble and
$8 each.
Fancy Hosiery, Handkerchiefs,
at
sun- Mass., 72.
Is not known
charged,
17"
liberty
Rogers,
Is
paining
Hsupf.
general,
in
vs.
his
torney
Jt
the
of
verdict
The
'nigh
order.
a
Doylies, In assorted sizes, 25c,
Knit Wool Shawls, assorted colNeckwear. Suspenders, Gloves and
sit.it.. v r,wir fir. I'nc Vt no.
writing, and the notice received maiHT, lllttl I I iriu, aiiiiiji in Mini
Judges, and the audience, for that this
35c
50c
each.
ors
and
and prices.
Suit
Cases.
furnish
I have runic to this conclusion re
docs not
ine the office of sheriff of Bernalillo
matter, was, however, In favor of by Chief McMiH'u
'espect.
I Ihlnk a person in
in
li is sought to determine
Hi,
any
tantly,
in
the
as
county,
details
and
Sackett
Miss
Sackett.
Miss Elsie
notification t.. dtalns an excel- - by what right, he Is performing the; situation of the relator in this case,
fnnir fnr her subject. "Abraham Lin- -.it. the
- til.
in (IniiHlniia
oaumi a. U tM(irtn duties of said otlice. As it appeared should have tli( right to maintain
lent
iikene
applause
merited
coin" and elicited
- ' "
i
oy
that the proceeding was with the con-- such a proceeding In his own name,
"'n
Tile
muiiuer
delighted
audience
from the
as
uescrineij
is
Saunders
sent of the attorney general, the writ under reasonable regulations as to
wuk
In
oration
which
the
capable manner
feet, nine tin lies In height; weight. requiring the defendant to appear and costs and like Incidental matters. In
was delivered.
eyes
black. show cause. wa issued from thii(liis territory.' especially, tills should
to Sum Hoi !'! pounds: hair, black;
The second award 'went
occupation mat 01 a
o..Ki.,(vt
court, practically as a matter of lip the case, since Its supreme court,
Kee. who had as
nu.ij v., "state ami
Tailor-mad- e
Thpie arc sears on the left side ot course. Later, the attorney general if 1 rightly understand Its decisions,
hood for New Mexico." and which was
and
arm
left
naIn
on
he,
the
proceeding
a
and
the
hesd
that
a
In
by
the
that
has
said
filed
statement
rase
manner
the
very
clever
handled In a
knee.
had withdrawn his consent and de- - ture of quo warranto is the only one
fills bright young resident of Albu- right
Superintendent Bursum offers a re clined further to prosecute the cause by which the title of one in posses
querque, of Chinese parentage.
Attorney George S. Klock announc- ward of l.'iO for the rapture of the in behalf of the territory or In nts- sion of an office and prima facie enname as attorney general. Thereuji- titled to hiibl It. enn be determined.
ed the winners in a timely speech, criminal. nlgM
On the
of July 22. 1904. B. ll- ou the relator moved the court for Hut that defect, if It is one, In the
AN IDEAL OPORTUNITY
not forgetting to remind Miss Sackett
&. company's
store was burglar- leave to proceed in Hie cause in his law of the territory, can be removed
that by winning the honor of defend- feld
made own behalf, but in the name of the only by legislation. It Is the duty of
ing the high school in the territorial ized by Saunders and a big haul mornBeautiful lines of Xmas Dress and Waist Silks, very latest shades;
the courts to declare the law, not to
attorney general pro forma.
contest, she at the same time won bv the thief. On the following
Pawear guaranteed, at 85 CENTS PER YARD.
McMillln
and
ing
terPolice
II.
Chier
of
in
make
this
"It is conceded that
the $10 cash prize offered by Dr. B.
asleep ritory the common law regulating
(Signed) lit A A. ABBOTT,
H. Brlggs, a member of the board of trolman Knapp found Saunders
In a lodging house here. By his side such proceedings Is In force, as there
Judge.
education.
telescope packed solidly
The Judges of the contest were Rev. was a large
The culprit
E. E. Crawford, George H. Klock and with the stolen property. burglary
and
confessed to Hie Weld
M. E. Hiekey.
ARMIJO FINDS IT
MRS. ANA MARIE GARCIA
others.
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES
The pleasure of the evening was to several
He was convicted and sentenced to
enhanced materially by a well renCOSTLY TO CELEBRATE
EVENING
LAST
DIED
In
Santa
Imprisonment
a
of
the
term
dered musical program.
T.awrence llfeld will defend the Fe penitentiary. The police chief has
University of New Mexico In the con- instructed his men to keep a sharp
WELL KNOWN AND ESTEEMED kicked a door in and it may
lookout for Saunders. It Is not
him fifteen days of
costLiberty.
NATIVE WOMAN PASSES AWAY,
test next Tuesday evening, he having thought
probable that he will return
his
FOLLOWING LONG ILLNESS.
won this honor at the preliminary
go
means
do
Albuquerque,
to
to
for
contest held yesterday. Like Miss
Jesus Armijo frightened some negro
eveuing ocAt 8:30 o'clock
Sackett, he chose as his subject, certain capture.
curred the death of Mrs. Ana Maria women almost out of their' wits last
"Abraham IJncoln," and In deciding
Garcia, a wealthy and esteemed resi- evening on Broadway near TIJeras by
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
the contest, the Judges, Messrs. Hod-gident of this city. The end came at Insisting upon entering their domicile
Angell and Esplnosa found It
o
the Casa de Roma, on North Arno to the extent of kicking In the door.
rather a difficult problem, so excelSuitable Holiday Gifts at Stern, street, as the result ot ail illness of "I am a man," Armijo is quoted as
AT OUR STORE
lent were the orations of Elwood Al- Schloss & Co.
o
about a year's duration. Mrs. Garcia saying by witnesses when interrogated
bright and E. Van Cleave. Mr. Alpresence
at
at
his
Kentucky
as
Whiskies
mission
and
his
two
to
Genuine
age
and leaves
Diamonds, Solid Gold Rings, Watches, Sterling Silver, Solid Gold
wa 65 years of
bright spoke on "Optimism," the sub- Stern,
Schloss & Co.
the residence referred to. Not being
mjiis, Jose and Fafael Garcia.
ject so c.ommendably handled by Mr.
Lace Pins,
Clocks, Souvenir Spoons, Solid Gold Scarf Pins,
efforts
to
Induce
in
genertheir
successful
CorBorn, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
The deceased was a woman
Van Cleave being "Man and the MaBlocks,
Gilt
Cut
Fine
Glass, Fine Fancy China, Ladies'. Solid Gold
nedeparture,
tho
Armijo
to
his
take
community.
a
She
dova, of 21! West Gold avenue,
ally respected In the
chine."
terror-strickeChains, Solid Gold Buttons and Studs, Gents' Chains, Alarm CJocks,
girl.
IMwsessed nuble traits of character, gro women, very much
fled down town and notified a hus
and other articles too numerous to mention.
Mrs. John C. Brommagem, of Txis and her demise will bo keenly felt by band, who works In a First street resREV. HARWOOD RETURNS
The funeral
Vegas, la here on a visit to her friend. the public generally.
called
were
police
also
taurant.
The
SEE OUR THREE SHOW WINDOWS.
Mrs. John Butler, and will remain will be held at 9 o'clock tomorrow
FROM MISSION TRIP until after
morning from the Third street Cath- and Armijo was arrested. This morn
th0 holidays.
guilty
ing
found
was
and
sentenced
he
George E. Murphy, of Minnesota, olic church.
to serve fifteen days on the streets,
MIS- died at tha St. Joseph sanitarium 'this
Offer to supply you with anything In
HE VISITED THE MEXICAN
in default of $15.
SALE
SPECIAL
was
He
our line, at prices that are fair and
SIONS OF NORTHERN NEW MEX- afternoon of consumption.
AND SATURDAY..
FRIDAY
age.
40 years of
The remains
square, and we art now making
NOTICE.
ICO, AND ACCOMPLISHED MUCH about
g
unaertaK-Inwere removed to the Strong
2 lbs. Fancy Creamery Butter
5c THE COLOMBO HALL DANCING
GOOD.
7c ACADEMY DANCES
parlors.
HAVE BEEN
Good Sweet Corn, per can
10c CHANGED
FROM SATURDAY TO
Dr. W. O. Shadrach, assisted by Drs. 120 grade of Peas
Rev. Thomas Harwood returned Hope
10c FRIDAY
irrado of Tomatoes
NIGHT
FOR A
FEW
and Keck, performed a very dif- - 12
from the north last night on delayed
99
$12 Refrigerators
Auto phone, 816. Bell phone, 116. Residence Auto phone. No. lit 0
JOE SCOTTI
and successful eye operation at
We will receive a very tine lot oi;wEEKS.
train No. 1. He has visited quite a ficult
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil 8toves.... 96.75
O
St. Joseph's sanitarium this morning dressed turkeys, geese, ducks and i
number of places' In northwestern on a Navajo Indian, a government pa- chickens.
96
China Tea Sets
Am
Director nd rrbmlmt,r jg
STOVES SET UP BY A FIRST $3
New Mexico In the Interest of his tient, brought in from I.aguna, N. M. 1 pkg. or Force ana I pug. oi
25o
Bowls
40c
Salad
China
&
CLASS TINNER
J. L. BELL
CO
Hearse,
White
or
Black
16.00
work, among them being Wagon
20
Commercial Club Bulldlni
China,
at
Decorated Havlland
.25c
Grape-Nut- s
The University, will close its
Roy,
Mound,
Clayton, Tucumcari,
i
per
cent
discount.
'
CITT
UNDERTAKER.
oc
A
3
Chow
Chow
of
g
bottles
ChrlRtmn.i
present
give
Stern
of
early tomorrow in order to
25c
Dawson and Springer. He had the the members
76o Glass Berry 8eta
. . ,25c RrhbiKs f. Pn'a. WInus
3 pkgs. of Seeded Raisins....
Liquors
faculty
the
and
and
the
of
preaching
Sunday
the
20c
Inst
of
honor
35c Glass Water Pitchers
.10c makes life seem brighter,
brick....:,
privilege of hearing New Cod Fish, per
first Protestant sermon ever preached students the fascinating,
91.75 Decorated Lamps
1,.. nut; ul0 ft...
til i: iittvt;
' lit; a,,.,...
icij II In lineu
InterpretaIn Roy. The services were bold in the Warde in his
93.25
94.50 Decorated Lamps
the
of holiday candles to be found
large stone public school building tion of the weird, melancholy, but mil city. The prices are reasonable too.
65c
a
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
Hamlet.
Interesting
versally
40c
twice in English and once In Spanish.
50c Steam Egg Poacher
2 boxes of Christmas Tree Candles, 2."c
Yesterday afternoon the resilience
$10.50
At these services he met many of his
912.50 Buggy Harness
25c j
cap- 8 cans of Sardines
i
old friends of years ago Jews, Gen of (!. L. Althelmer. the retired ward,
He
per
pkg
Meat,
Mince
New
italist, located In the Fourth
tilts, Protestants and Catholics.
11c
per
pkg
Currants,
Cleaned
At Clayton his congregations were was sold to Juan Candelaria. a well
Last call on holiday goods. We pro- - j
unusually large. At that place he was known sheep raiser of Concho. Ariz., vlded one of the best assortments noon
to have your store or resinicely entertained at the home of the consideration about $3,000. The sale in Albuquerque, and while trado has
dence wired and furnished
pastor. Rev. Ainbrosio Gonzales. Mr. was made through the W. P. Metcalf met our every expectation, we still
with electrical apparatus 5y
Gonzales ad wife were students at agency.
Prices were
lot left.
a
have
nice
the
Prof. Clarke, city school superinthe Harwood school in Albuquerque,
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
never lower, and we have lots of ex- he at the boy's school and she at the tendent, has arranged so that all the tra help ,ln order to serve every one
Southwestern
gin's school. They are great favor- teachers and the higher grade pupils promptly.
ites at Clayton, both among Amerl-can- may attend Frederick Warde's mati- Candied Citron, per lb.
20c
rum
nee tomorrow. The pupils have been California Grapes, 2 cans
and Mexicans.
25c
Electric
of the
Methodist studying Hamlet this year and the California Plums, 2 cans
On invitation
Turkeys
masterpiece
hearing
privilege
of
that
Episcopal pastor at Trinidad, Mr. Har
2 pkgs. Cold Water Starch
15c
Oysters
and
General houaecleanlng
Construction Co.
wood stepped off to
helo prepare of English interpreted by the world's
Iots of fresh nuts, figs, dates, fruit,
Mince Meat
apJob work promptly done.
tragedian
highly
living
is
greatest
history
of
early
some items of the
etc., etc.
Nuts of All Kinds
Bell phone, Red 271.
Methodism at that place. The peo preciated.
We use the best material and employ the most skilled workmen,
Candies
Automatic phone, 260.
ple were preparing to celebrate the
The visit to our city of that famous
THE MAZE,
Dates
thirty-sixtanniversary
of their actor, Frederick Wardo Is a note
AVE.
RAILROAD
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
411 WEST
B
Figs
216 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
church organization at that place. Dr, worthy event. He can be with us but
Rodriguez Spanish Opera Company
Celery
onp
day, but no one should miss the direct from Spnin, at the Casino, beHarwood straightened Chem out on
Beans, Green and Wax
the time and place of their first serv- opportunity of seeing and hearing ginning Friday evening, Dec. 22. .
Fresh Tomatoes
of
o
ice. He, himself, on his way to New him. Besides being a tragedian
Lima Beans, Fresh
Mexico, preached for the Methodist world wide fame, he is a prince among
THE CELEBRATED
TAILORING.
LADIES'
Spinach
pastor, Rev. E. J. Rice, on October 23, men and wins all by his gracious,
Madam Cross, of New York city, is'
Lettuce
California
and his feliclt ousness now ready to receive customers. Call, j
18i!, in a small adobe house on the courtly manners
And thousands of other good
'
main street. There were thirteen peo- of Speech.
nn, Imagine you are calling at Ault-- j
Things to Eat.
ple present and it was considered a
Christmas shoppers and everyone man's. In New York city. You will!
We Intend disposing of all our holiday goods, We can please you
fine congregation for the time and Interested in nrt subjects, are Invited receive work equal to theirs. One
if you'want something nice for your friends.
place. Rev. Rice had preceded Rev. and have the opportunity offered them trial will convince the most fastidious
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
Harwood two weeks and had preached to Indulge in tho pleasure of seeing lady that Madam Gross understands
-M. BRIQQ8 A CO.- once at the same place, which was and studying the largest exhibition of her business. Railroad avenue, over
Both Phones.
First 8t. and Gold Are. Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.
pictures ever ehown in Albuquerque. B. Illeld's. Room 26.
the Sabbath of October lfi. 1809.
The exhibit is free to all. at NewBottled In Bond.
comer's Book Store, next door to the
PUDGE" ERW1S IS WANTED
postoffice.
Every picture is numbered
AT THE CITIZEN OFFICE and a neat catalog bearing corresponding numbers Is presented to evvisitor. The catalog enables one
Who and where is "Pudge" Erwin! ery
the simple comparison of like
Distillers.
He ia u pudgy little fellow, who liked through
name
FRANKFORT,
KT.
a little burro that once upon a time numbers to learn the title and
the painter of every picture on exmade its home at the city fire house. of
205 GOLD AVENUE.
hibition.
The Citizen has a picture of Pudge
yesterday afternoon, after
Late
and the burro, which he may have tor
MELINI & EAKIN
Christmas by calling at The Citizen waiting on a customer, Mrs. C. A.
of the well known
office. This picture was taken about Hudsou, wife
Bole Acenta.
discovered that her pocket-boothree years ago, while Souaa'g famous painter,containing
N. M.
Albuquerque,
money,
In
$17
over
engagement
at
band was filling an
AntomaUe Phone. 199.
Colombo hall. A member of this band, and half a dozen kevs, was missing.
Walter U. Rogers, of Brooklyn, N. Y.. She at once notified the police, and a
was "caught" in the picture, and short time after that a gentleman who
through hla kindness the picture was resides In a tent on the Highlands,
For Ladles, Gentleman and Children
sent to Chief Burtless, of the fire de- called on the police, stating that he
pocket-booconwagon
a
in
his
CHILDREN.
LADIES.
partment, and Mr. Burtless turned it found
GENTLEMEN.
Doll Carriage
Cut Glass
Steins
over to The Citizen to give to "Pudge." taining keys and money. The pocket-hooOur trade 'or November ha&i so far exceeded our expectations,
I
proved to belong to Mrs. HudArt China
0. W. Strong's Sons
Morris Chairs
Express Wagons
son, and with Its contents was reFine Lamps
Morris Rockert
PROPOSES AN EX- duplicate
it
our
to
rewarding
necessary
heavy
we
purchases.
that
have
found
to
her,
latter
the
stored
Red Chairs
Silverware
Trunks
STRONG BTvOCK.
gentleman with $li for his trouble.
Red Tables
Ladies' Desks
Bags
CURSION FOR SHRINERS the
Nursery Chairs
Mrs. Hudson was waiting on the same
Music Racks
Commencing December 1, our store will be kept open evenings,
Suit Cases
gentleman, and In putting oine artHigh Chair
Fine Rockers
Shaving Mugs
SPECIAL TRAIN FOR NEW MEX- icles In the wagon, at the same time
Morris inairs
Cups and Saucere
help added, to take care of the Christmas rush.
additional
and
J
C
in
tho
dropped Tier pocket-booCenter Tables
Office Chairs
ICO MASONS TO COS ANGELES
agon.
!
Rackt
Plate
B!ZIiZi;.
Couches
X
I
positively retire from
Make your selection early. Remember,
NEXT MAY.
V
Pictures
Washing Machines
of Traction Park Casino
Falrvlew
and
Superintendents
C. W. Cook. , raveling Height and
Q
A SMAl.h PAY1, and from now until December 31,
OF
ON
RECEIPT
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EVENINGS.
jewelry
OPEN
business
STORK
the
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by
the
evening,
Friday
December
passenger agent for the Santa Fe, is Rodriguez
San'a Harhara Cemeteries.
MENT WE WILL HOLD AN V ARTICLE FOR XMAS DELIVERY.
Spanish Opera Company,
merAlbuquerque
among
around
lite
dlr-'c- f
I
Spain. Spanish dancers,
will make prices lower than ever offered on Fins Diamonds,
MONUMENTS.
chants arousing Intore.--i in an excur- Spanishfrom
opera. Admission only
comic
next
go
here
sion which will
from
s
21
N.
St.. Both Phoo
1!5
201
Seoond
at
35
raises
cents. Curtain
Watches, Jewelry, Rich Cut Glass, Handsome Printed China, Solid
May to attend
a meeting of the S:30and
prompt.
Mr.
Angeles.
to
be held In I.os
Shrine
0
Silverware, Plated Silver Table ware. Clocks, and everything beConk says ih;u he finds members of
0
Buy your Table Wines for the Holith,! bw al Shrine enthusiastic over the
HOT
LINE
STAGE
SPRINGS
JEMEZ
and there is no doubt but days from Stem, Schloss & Co.
Jewelry store.
longing in a first-clat0
0
ANTONIO ARMIJO & CO.
that the excursion can be made a sincEXWORK
TIN
FOR
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mail;
States
Carries
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e:-.-.
a
irniu
plans
His
are to have
ORDER,
IN FIRST-CLASline with a changu of stock en
leave !l)iiiiierqti(. carrying exclusive- ECUTED
0
0 only
Gent's Furnishing Goods Now Arriving
L.
& CO'S.
J.
BELL
AT
can
rouie; oor rigs, horses and drivers;
Mexieo
ly New
Shriller. If 2"i
o
every Monday
Albuquerque
leaves
rlu
lie found t" s the train will be
(Limine Straight Kentucky ltour-l.oWednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
Special Sales Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street 0
of live or six ears, including
NCW MKXICO'B
Mild at Siern. Schlrss & Co.
A particulars, address W. I. Trimble
A
special
low
dining
tars.
buffet and
JCWKLCR
LEADING
Co.. agents, Albuquerque, N. M., cr J.
rate ili lie made f)r the occasion.
I U. BLOC K, Proprietor,
Perea. N. M.
The Casino will be heated and re-- ,
opened Friday evening, December ...
DANCE AT COLOMBO HALL TOEvening citizen SUBSCRIBE FOR THE EVENING CITIZEN AND GET THE NEWS
Kulifccritie lor It
by the Rodrigues SpauUh Opera Com- -' a
MORROW NIGHT. CENTS 60c, LAget the news.
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GREAT CHRISTMAS REDUCTIONS
Our entire stock of Women's and Children's Coats and
Suits to be sold beiore Christmas
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-
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Per Cent Less Than Actual Price

Taffeta Silks

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
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The Eminent Tragedian,

,

I

J.

same time, supplement technical routine of the shop anil olhce.
The Trade Shcools.
The courses fall outside of the
hours of labor. The curriculum is
broadly practical. It Includes the science of each particular trade Its
mat hemat ics or chemistry
for instance
and Its technology. But it
Principles of
does not stop there.
wise business management, are taught.
The aim Is to prepare a student for
the practical conduct of a business.
He gains knowledge of production,
and consumption, of markets and of
He
the cause of price fluctuations.
is put Into a position to acquire an
ItiHight into concrete business relations, and into trade practices und
Are not those
aims
conditions.
worthy of our schools? What truer
democracy can there be than to have
a school system that will point the
way to every worker, no matter how
humble, by which he may rise to a
position of Importance in the Industry in which he is engaged?
To do all this does not mean the
"commercializing" of our educational
Btates.
There is no need for opposition even from those who hold that
it is not the place of the schools to
teach youths how to earn a livelihood.
Such an ' auxiliary system of trade
schools would be available for the
youth after he had left the direct Influences of our present school system. Thero are in the United States
1ti.lMHi.iMM) of population between th
Three-quarteages of 13 and 20 years.
of that number are not in
attendance at any school.
What un unreekonahlc advantage It
would be if a substantial proportion
of that seven and one-ha- lf
millions
were to bo brought within the influ
ence of a new and entirely practical
system of education designed to make
such youth a more efficient economic
unit?

I

80-ac- re
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VANDERLIP SAYS "COPY

SCHOOL."

COMMERCIAL EXPANSION OF KAISER'S DOMAIN HAS BEEN HARD
WON AGAINST DISADVANTAGE,
AND EDUCATION IS THE SECRETA REMEDY FOR AMERICAN LACK OF ARTISTIC FINISH.
CHEAPNESS NOW THE ONLY TRIUMPH.
By Frank A. Vanderslip.

Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury and Vice President of the
National City Bank of New York.
When a few years ago the newspapers coined the phrase, "The Am- encan
we
Invnsiou of Europe,
though It a most happy way of de- scribing our entrance into tho world
competitive markets.
Our progress
was so rapid, our competition became
so severe, that it was difficult to say
where the conquest was to stop,
hater events, however, demonstrated
that it could not go on unhalted.
We still have much good reason to
feel proud. We have Heen our ex
ports
of manufactured
products
KVirruer

quality. There are few articles we
bring to the International markets
upon which we would dare rest our
success solely on claims of high
grade workmanship. While we have
made It possible for the unskilled
man to tend some marvelous auto
matic machine, we are now beginning
to find thal in Kvng him no in
telloctual Interest in his work and no
opportunity for any but the narrowest oi'.looU upon the field of industry
in which lie Is engaged, we have unintentionally taken almost
certain
means to prevent his .mental and
technical development.
I believe that we have failed utterly
to grasp the problem of the relation
j between education and our Industrial

,
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Christmas
TURKEYS, DUCKS.
GEESE, CHICKENS,
OYSTERS, CRANBERRIES,
MINCE
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MEAT, ETC.

None but the
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GOOD beer helps tho stomach to

mti

in

It aids the digestion. The percentage it
alcohol in good bver is very small. f.OOl) beer
the thirst and refreshes instantly and naturally. Athletes drink Wiener beer w hen
in training'.
They know that it is good fur them.

Wiener-tifuench-

A1!?1

WIENER
BEER

The absolute wholesomeness of Rlatz lUi rs is
by the lilaU Mcthotl, mouths bcfuit.' it
comes to you. Pure, sparkling water hops
barley malt brewed ami matured in the j;ood
IilaU way. The ideal home beverage.
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VAL DLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE
l HM:3T MHYERS A CO., Wholesale
Albuquerque, New riciiwo.

OUR

up-to-da-

offices.

ran

REDUCTION MUST BE FORCED TO CONFORM

As the work of removal is a big undertaking, and to perfect a system that will successfully meet this pMat emergency we must greatly
reduce our choice and most
stock. Under these circumstances we are obliged to cut deep into the prices. Especially for the
Holiday Shoppers this is the most favorable opportunity for money-savin- g
in buying useful Christmas Presents, such as Rugs, Curtains,
Portieres, Couch and Table Covers, Bed Sets, Pillow Shams, Scarfs,
Sofa Pillows, Cushions, Lambrequins, Blankets, Comforts, Household
Linens, Etc. Visit our store and keep posted on the things being-don- e
during this Removal Sale.

The Safe and Helpful Beverage

m
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STOCK

THANK A. VANDKKLIP.

J. RICHARDS

1l3'i WEST

STAAB

one-thir-

RESO-LUTION-

for the New Year, and amongst them
let it he that you will regale yourself
with nothing but a White Lily cigar
whenever you wish a smoke that will
tickle both your palate and your nos- trils, as none other will but a White
I.iiy clear at a moderate price. There
Isn't a cigar made .that can equal a
White I.ily at five cents.
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Cordial Bitters

DISORDERS

o

,

TheF ranciscan'

AGAINST

1 r

EVERITT

A Cyclone of Ftm'

j

development and prosperity. It Is upon that text that I want to speak.
An Object Lesson.
We have all seen Kiit'aiid
lose
much of her
anions the
industrial nations. I have indicated
what I believe to bo the principal elements upon which our own industrial
success has been based. Hut wo have
seen another nation rapidly as ours
wrest from others in i ho competitive
fields the udvaulaKe they had loug
held in serene security, tlerluauy has
bad not only no wealth of raw ma- terial such as we bave had. but no
vaM
homogenous domestic market.
Her people tune lacked the peculiar
inventive Ingenuity which
has in
many fields of Industry been the sole
basis for our achievements, and her
artisans have not possessed thut delicate aitislie sense which lias made

been with you twenty-twantees everything with

Good.

NEW YORK

I'

Jewelry

first-clas- s

For Presents
of All Sorts, Useful, Lasting,
Beautiful Xmas Gifts.

HOOLIGAN

BT MOST

found in a

EVERITT

The Laughing Show

.

double, and doulile
until they
surpass In value our evport of agriWe have comcultural Troducts.
bined with the advantage of unoxaui-pie- d
fcuppHcij oF raw material and unequalled genius f,,r (iiijni; thiiiKs on a
great scale. With. notable clearness
we have seen the economic advantages of (rreat industrial combinations.
We have l,een quick to recognize industrial wate whether in the form of
unneeiled labor or loss of byproducts,
or of unnecessary transpii'"m Hut
after we ui'iuil all that we still admit
that we are u Iuiik way from having
really iraluc.i command of the
Industrial markets.
It is Momelhiiix of a shock to reflect
that practically ccry victory we have
compet'.lNn
Kalc.ed in International
las turned on consideration of cheapon
ness and not
consideration of

Ring, Brooches, Chain Lockets, etc.

EVERITT

Ha

FRAZEE& BROWNE

Bf COMMENCED

Silver, Ebony, Rosewood, etc.

EVERITT

Matinee and Night

(tM

In

EVERITT

Tht 3francteranC0itrjrativ,
Judge Sloan decided the
(Small Holding Claim No. 1801.)
esse or James Morris vs.
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS
Justice of the Peace Knnmi of Maver. Department of the Interior, United
States Land OMice. Santa Fe, N. M.,
In favnr of Mr. Slnrrls. says the Tuc
December 20, 19'if.
son Star.
Notice Is hereby given that the folThe Arizona live stock sanitary
board seized five yearlings, branded lowing named claimant has filed noAlbuquerque, New Mexico,
with Mr. Morris' brand, under the tice of his intention to make final
charge that they were stolen prop- proof In support of nis claim under
REPAIR SHOP.
erty. The case whs tried before Jus sections Ifi and 17. of the act of March
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
(L'
851).
as
3.
amended
IStU.
Stats..
who
Knann
entered
Maver.
of
tice
up and crated for shipment
judgment forfeiting the cattle to the bv the aci of February 21, 1893, (27 ture set
of Walton's drug store.
territory of Arizona. A writ of cer- - Stats., 470). and that said proof will Rear
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
tiorari was sued bv Morris, with 1,0 made before the United States
the result that Judge Sloan annulled 'court commissioner at Albuquerque,
and set aside Hie judgment of the N. M., on the 29th day of January,
lower court, holding th.it the justice 19"''- viz- - Me'iton S. Otero, for the
('- N
section 19,
l'1"1.
court exceeded Its jui ldic1i; i. Ross S'
and CURE the LUNGS
appeared for Mr. Morris, ""'H 7 north, range 3 east, and sec-- f
thm
24. t.iwnship 7 north, range 2
WITH
'
a,t- A Fearful Fate.
following
the
witnesses
niuties
It I? a
enhavp
fat" to
to
his actual continuous adverse
iure the terrible tort. ire of piles. "I lo prove
of said tract for twenty
say," writes Henrv posses-io- n
rnn truthfully
Coison. of Masonvllle. Iowa, "that forjars "l't preceding the survey of the
TONSUIWPTION
Price
Hliiid. Hiee.lii.u. Itching and Protrud- - township, viz:
1. CO
50c
J??us Salnzar ' Otero, of IVralta,
tng Piie-5HIT ! OUGHSand
Hucklin's Arnica Salve is
Free Trial.
Plactdo Sahtior y Otero, of Althe hes-- euro made. Also best for! N'euts, burns and injuries: :ric st all buqu; nine. N. M.; Jesus Sanchez y
Purest and Uuickest Cure for O.U
lAlaiid. of Valencia. N. M.; Desiderlo
Irugalsl".
THROAT and LUNO TROUBjOum'e, of l'eralta, N. M.
LES, or XONin BACK.
After :i he'ivy lii'nl. taU" a couple.
Any pel son who desires to protest
of lean's Keiulets, and give your, against the allowance of sftld proof,
stomach, liver and bowels the he!p,or who knows of anv .substantl il rea- they will need, ltegnlets bring easy, son under the laws and regulations of
regular passages of tne bowc
the interior department why such
prrof should not be allowed, will be
l
TO
KKKP
YOT'H
ni.ARS
PUT
given an opportunity at the above
out
roi.n. sr.E iirnsoN, mentioned time and place
tiik
cross- t
THIS PAINTER.
j examine
the witnesses of said elaiin-friend Ir. Thomas' ant, and to ofor evidence in rebuttal
Everybojlv's
Electric oil. Cures toothache, ear of ihat sill, mltm. bv cla'mtuil
MANUEL R. OTERO.
ache, sore throat. Meals cuts, bruises,!
Resist it.
scalds. Stops anv pain.
lo
New Tailor Shoo.
Tho noli lay rates will be one and
A
j. Morelll. the weii known tailor
fa-to all points via thn:
suop .m
h
Santu Fo route. Call at the ticket of ":,s re1M.enen
'hPrB h
tc
K'rat !!,'pnt'.""
(ire r.n,: net particulars.
clean, press and repair ladies anil
. o
g.
Suits made io order
Itching, torturing
skin eruptions,! aetits' riot bin
clisfipure. annoy and drive o'ue wild. ''"'rnnaiie of former customers olicli
Ifciun's Ointment brings quick relief, ed
nml listine cures, Fifty cents at any
Claret, Port and Sherry Wines make
rtrui? store.
bought
?oml Christmas Rifts when
from Stern. Sehloss & Co.
Try a Citizen want ail for results.
Monday

EVERITT

December 25th
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For Fins Silverware, Tea Seta, Water Seta, etc.

ELKS' THEATRE

;

LIVE

EVERITT

Juluis Caesar

j

JUDGE SLOAN

i

Diamond.

For Fine Watches, from $5 up to $150.

Hamlet"

the handiwork of France superior to
the obstructions of tariff walls. Her
industries have been forced to grapple with Hritish competitors who
were Intrenched behind a domination
of International markets which had
been successfully maintained for gen'
erations.
Education the Secret.
I have made a somewhat careful
t study of fSermany'8 economic success,
land I have become firmly convinced
that the explanation of the remarkARK K CANNON.
able progress there Is to be traced,
By Joseph Q. Cannon.
spinning wheel, when the mother of in the most direct manner, to the
Tho
Speaker of the House of
Hie household took the bunch of wool German system of education.
Is the great cornerstone
In her bund and walked back
and schoolmaster
forward in front of the wheel drawing of Germany's remarkable commercial
Christmas? Does any Christmas of out the thread, and when the cloth and industrial progress. The school
my early boyhood stand 'out in my fur our clothes waa woven of this system of Germany bears a relation
to the economic situation that is not
memory?
thread right there in the house.
Huh!
Those were days when j Homespuns they were' about the met with in any other country.
We all know something of tne thor,,. ,lf i,..,,,,-,,,- ,,
Christmas was rather different from
ul.,.ii.
ough secondary education which the
this modern, 2'ith century,
times, ir one were disposed to be
laws of Germany Insist should be
civilization. The Christmas of
indigo dye stuff
was given to every youth under 14 ywirs
my boyhood runs Lack m the pioneer j bought, and they were
blue. of age. We all know something of
lays on tho banks of the Wabash. It Hut that was putting colored
style.
on
was a case of simple w;jh and simple Christmas was generally tbe time for the high standing of her universities
and the great practical value of her
wants.
the new clothes woven,, cut and technical schools. There is another
In
the house.
feature of the German educational
The settler went In, and he had to made
There is one Christmas which does system, however, alsnit which less
lig to riiake anything of the
tract which he took up with his gov- stand out from the rest. It was when is known in this country, but I beernment script. He got his land free, I was 15 years old. My older brother lieve it Is a feature which Is one of
or very cheap, but. he hail to get It out had gone to New York to study medi- the most direct and important In
from under a rank growth of poplar, cine. In that city he bought. Tor a shaping Germany's Industrial proash. hickory, elm ami scrub oak. ft nickel, perhaps, or a dime, a picture gress.
There is a division of instruction
meant long hours and hard muscles. paper called "Brother Jonathan." und
known as the continuation
trade
There wasn't very much of anything. sent it to me by mail.
These schools are designed
I remember It was mostly pictures, schools.
There wasn't very much of the neces-adtie- s,
very little reading matter, two or for the instruction of youths engaged
let alone the luxuries of life.
The home was a lean-t- o
with two three sheets. Well, we devoured that in regular Industrial employment.
rooms.
That was tbe day of the big paper. It lasted us about three days They are auxiliary to the regular
school system and entirely outside of
the scheme for regular academic
training or of the higher technical InThey are for the rank
struction.
and file of workers. The courses sup
plement the cultural training of the
regular sch.ol system, and, at the

GERMAN TRADE

Fntric war

For Fln

to remain what, and where they are.
To go back would mean giving up the
many things which have come to
make our lives happy imd which have
caused our small wisdom to Increase.
We would have to give It all up;
and I, for one, would not make the
MATINEH AT 2:30 P. M.
trade.
Recital of 8hakespeare's
this In
This Is a wonderful time
Immortal Play.
which we live. It Is a time of much
to each. The man any man who
puts forth muscle effort, crossed with
Intelligence, gets more for the same
today than e.ver before In the history of the world. That is the real
test, the real measure of value
not
the dollar, not the coin, but muscle
AT 8:30 P. M.,
effort crossed with Intelligence. Sixty
years ago there was not In the country or on the continent the multitude
and abundance of material things;
and a man's expenditure of his muscle
effort brought slender returns. Today, see what the poorest may have;
see what muscle effort, with the
ADMISSION:
smallest attendant amout, of Intelli- Matinee
25c and SOc
gence, will bring. It Is not so much Evening
50c, 75c and $1
what another has. It Is what the individual may have as a result of his
Seats on sale at Mataon's Thursday,!
efforts. That Is the meaning of op- December 21, at 9 a.' m.
'
portunity. That Is the wealth of our
time and country. That Is what makes
tbis a Christmas season of

In

THE PICTURE PAPER THAT CAME ON A MEMORABLE CHRISTMAS
AND SOON BECAME THE TATTERED JOY OF ALI
THE HARD,
HARD DAYS OF LONG AGO, WHEN HE WA8 A BOY ON THE
BANKS OF THE WABASH
THE NEW CLOTHES THAT WERE
MADE FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON.

m

our house and then It wan lent
and wag
round tho nelnhlKtrhood
pored over by the neighbors until It
waa frayed nnd tattered. That colored picture paper was an event.
We
had little of that sort of thing. Horace Greeley's New York Tribune
came once a week and that Rave us
our news and Information as to the
outside world; but there was little of
the frivolous In that.
The conditions of that life were
primitive. . Why, In the town where
we lived there wbh not a house that
had a carpet on the floor until nfter
f waa 18 years of ae; and that first
carpet when It came was a three-pl- y
rag carpet of the kind that would
fade. All tbe reserve currency In the
community. If gathered in a pot and
melted up, would not have been
enough to make a bracelet such as
is worn by the wife of one of our distinguished senators.
Hut we were quite happy. The boy
of 12 had his dreams and the secret
of happiness Is to have your work
and your dreitnis. Those were god
old days! Yes. It Is Rood to be a
bare leKRed boy. with ft robust nppe- nut
iite ami youms imagination,
don't mistake. I am not of those who
would turn buck the hands of the
clock. Those pood old times nre Rood

EVERITT

MATINEE AND EVENING,
FRIDAY,
DECEMBER 22.
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SPEAKER CANNON WRITES OF THE
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close out the entire

will

COMPANY

such low prices as will move them quick.
GREAT

stock of George E. Denny, Old Albuquerque, New Mexico, in

The stock consists of Thousands of Dollars worth of fine Groceries, Dry Goods, Shoes, General

material.

SALE will

start at

THE

STORE IS NOW

Merchandise, Etc.

and will remain CLOSED until

CLOSED

George E. Denny's Old Stand in Old Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Everybody should avail themselves of this golden opportunity of buying fine

Big lot Men's Handkerchiefs, Salvage Company
price
Big lot Men's 10 cents Socks, Salvage Company's
price
All Men's 50c and 75o Gloves, go at Salvage Co.'s

price

Big lot Men's DOc and 7."e Shirts, go at Salvage
Company's price
Lot of Fine Underwear, Salvage Company's

priee

Men's $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50 Pants, also J2.M
duroy Pants, Salvage price
Big lot $2.50 Union Made Men's Work Suits, Salvage price
Lot of Men's 1.00 Haiti, Buffalo Salvage price
Cor-

a. m.,

at George

M

.03

Sal-

all marked in large plain figures and at

MORNING, DECEMBER 23,

at

9 o'clock, when the

Merchandise, Dry Goods, Shoes, Groceries, Etc., at lower prices than ever

Denny's Old Stand, Old Albuquerque, New Mexico
Shoes! Shoes! ShoesI
Big lot of Children's Shoes, Buffulo

is

quite

one-thir-

.39
.39

$1.50 and $2.00 Gold Pins, go at
Buffalo Salvage price
Lot of fine Watch Fobs, Salvage price

.39

Kings worth fl.OO, Buffalo Salvage price

Large lot fine

.69

.19

of tine gold finish
It vage
price

1.19

Solid Goid Watch Chanis, Denny sold for t'tOOto
5.0O. Buffalo Salvage price
Thousands of other articles we cannot mention
golden opxrtiinity for Holiday Presents.

.59

Cuff Buttons.

Buffalo

Sal-

Big lot of tine Pictures, Denny sold for $1.50 and
2.00, Buffalo Salvage price

Ijot Picture Frames, Salvage price
Ijooking Glasses, Buffalo Salvage

per pair

Big lot of Platters, Dewey sold for 12o, Buffalo
Salvage price
Tin Buckets will move at Buffalo Salvage
price .i
Big lot of Lunch Buckets, Denny sold for 50c.
Salvage price
Ijoi of Tin Cups, Salvage price

.29

.19

.19
1.19

Boys $1.50 Shoes, Salvage price

.89

Boys $2.00 Shoes, Salvage price

1.19

Ixl of Ladies' and Misses' Shoes, Denny

.98
1.19

1.48

.98

Large lot of Men's Shoes, Denny Mild for $2.50.
Buffalo Salvage price
Men's Fine Vici Shoes, Denny so'd for $3.50, Buffalo Salvage price

your

1.19

1.69

2.48

Groceries
A

large stock

of Groceries including

everything imaginable

and every article marked t prices to
Big lot finest Laundry Soap at Buffalo
,
price
Large lot Baking Powder at Buffalo
price
Kx tracts that Denny sold for 10c, Buffalo
price
Best quality granulated Sugar, Buffalo
price, 1" pounds for

.19

Lot of Cups and Saucers, Buffulo Salvage price,

.69

price
Lot of Ladies' and Misses $.'1.00 Shoes wi'l go at
Buffalo Salvage price
Big lot of Men's Shoes, Salvage price

.19
price

Salvage-pric-

sold for
$2.00, Buffalo Salvage price
Another lot of Ladies' Shoes at Buffalo Salvage

.39

1.19

.01

Big lot Table Oil Cloth, in all colors, Buffalo
vage price

General

a large stock of One Jewelry which must and
d
the actual cost of
will be sold for about

There

Big lot Calicoes, Denny sold for loc, Buffalo Sal.05
vage price
Lot of Outing Flannel, Denny sold for 12
.08
Buffalo Salvage price
Big lot line Ticking goes at Buffalo KBUage
.08
price
Large lot of Remnants to go at liny price ihey will bring: at
almost nothing.
Big lot of Towels, Buffalo Salvage price
.11
50c, Buffalo

Days for far less than the cost of raw

They are the spot cash kings of the merchandise world.

Jewelry

Dry Goods

Large lot of Towels, Denny Bold for
Salvage price
Thread, Buffalo Salvage price

E.

.02

4

M

now '

Below we quote a few prices to show what extraordinary bargains will be offered at this great sale, beginning on

before quoted in this section of the country.

Saturday, Dec. 23, at 9

uptodate

SATURDAY

10

is

The Buffalo Salvage Company, is the largest institution of their kind in the

United States, being buyers and sellers of all brankrupt, assignee and all salvage stocks of any kind or size.

M

a

Denny's Large Stock of General Merchandise, Groceries, Dry Goods, etc.,
in the hands of the Buffalo Salvage Company, to be sold at any old
price, as the entire stock must be turned into cash.

SALVAGE

.07
.07
.09
.29

do the work
Salvage

Uiek

Salvage

.03

Salvago

.06

.03

Salvage

A big line of canned goods that w ill nwve rapidly at Buffalo Salvage prices. Large lot of Tobaeoo to go at whatever price will move them. Light Hardware, Feed, Grain
anil thousands ' of articles we have not space to mention.

.03

M pa

M

THESE ARE ALL

11

UP-TO-DA-

Saturday, December 23, at
AND POSITIVELY

'a

George

1

JXJS

E.

SALE BEGINS

9 a. m.

CLOSES IN TEN DAYS
Old Albuquerque, New Mexico

Denny's Old Stand

FFALO
WANTED:

HI
Ik

YOU KNOW THE DAY.

GOODS.

TE

25 Extra Salespeople Men, Women and Girls.
Apply at the Store Thursday and Friday.
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Woman Spy, the Best in Europe,
Caught by Germany at Last

I

CHALLENGES THE

Tim sensational
Berlin, per. 23.
areer of a py. Miss Zlnalda
a Russian t,py. Ima been nit
short by a sentence of Hit pen months'
imprisonment at Loip.-'irHer case
demonstrates t.i what methods the
European govornmt ma xstirt in older to ferret out ojch ot lifts' military secreis.
Miss Pmolianlhoff was a typical
JOtli century spy, pietty. dashing, of
In
high birth and pood education.
St. Petersburg, Miss Smolianihoff was
feted during one or two reasons as a
society beauty. Suddenly, when she
had attained her L'oili birthday, her
father lost all his money and committed BUicide. Her mother died shortly afterward, and Smolianihoff was
left alone In the world, without a
com. She became a- governess. tj,p
life, however, was Irksome and humll-Uttnto her.
Xfter a year of drudgery. Miss
met by chance a young officer of the Russian headquarter?
staff, who had formerly been one of
ner admirers, and wan genuinely distressed at her unhappinoss. He suggested to her a career which would
enable her io live In luxury that Rhe
become a spy in the service or ttip
Russian government. He promised to
use his Influence at the war office
to obtain employment for her. Miss
Smolianihoff consented and was shortly afterward engaged 'as a spy.
Dashing and Dangerous.
She was dispatched to Germany, to
learn as many military secrets as possible. She arrived in Berlin provided
with exceptional letters of recommendation, which, combined with her
appearance and manners, enabled hen
to achieve a grent social success in
;German capital. She appeared to

OF LONDON'S POOR
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lur carriage and pair with liveried

domestics, and maintained a gorgeous
apartment in princely stylo in the
mast fashionable, street in Berlin.
Her soclaj connections gave her ex- rollout opportunities.
She bewitched
state officials
and army officers into
'
telling secrets which they ought to
have guarded as jealously as therr
own lives.
She waH so adroit that
her victims had not the slightest idea
of how they were being duped. She
continued her operations unchecked
for four years. During this period
she ascertained plans for the defense
of Germany's eastern frontier against
a possible Russian Invasion, as well
as the scheme of mobilization If Ger- many became Involved In a war with
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have unlimited funds, and drove about
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Purity is a universal essential in all beers.

The observance of

cleanliness and sterilization will secure it.

'J

s

HealtM Illness, ' combined with flavor and taste, constitutes real
quality, and these are impossible without the very best materials and
the highest order of treatment. This is what science and experience
teach.
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Quality of Beer Depends Upon Superiority of
Materials, Treatment and Maturity
I

m

'I

Plate Statement
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doors, owing to the nature of
the military secrets discussed. It nus
transpired thai Miss Smolianihoff re-i.
:.
fJtt.
ijf jjv!
j ceived a salary
of $15,(100 n year and
hnd communicated to Russia over "oj
Important mllitny secrets. Hud it;
'been possible to prove this legally!
she would hardly have escaped with!
"Cite- a smaller penalty than 20 years' penal
servitude. She had ensnared over H'O
state offlcliilH and nrttiy officers and!
exploited them to her purjK'Se. When
she emerges from prison, in lf LONDON UNF.Mri.OYEn WHO HAVE SLEPT ON THE PAVEMENT
months she will be expelled from!
ALL NIGHT.
Germany and prohibited from eve
again entering the country. German'
military authorities regard ner as the' WHAT THE LEADER OF 6,000 WUES OF THE UNEMPLOYED WOULD
STARVING CHILDREN WAIT IN THE
HAVE ,SHOWN BALFOUR
pyj
most dangerous and succv
STREET FOR CRUMBS AT MIDNIGHT.
of recent times.
Mrs. Crooks, wife of the labor leader member of parliament, is the one
woman who knows all the details of
the terrible "unemployed"
problem
that will face London during this winter. Mrs. Crooks led 600 wives of
unemployed workingmen, who waited
on the prime minister recently to demand government relief. For years
Mrs. Crooks has been In close touch
with the poorest people of London's
East. End. She nnd her husband live
in a iitiie "worKman s cottage
in a
decidedly poor stret.
Mr. Crooks
himself nas seen all the vicissitudes
of poverty in London.
Today flo is
chairman of the Board of Guardians
or the very workhouse which kept
mm iroin. starvation as a vouth. Mr
Crooks invited Mr.v Balfour to come
ana live at her home for a month
so that, the premier could understand
the terrible distress of the district.
I

73

j

7

In
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f

1

SMOLIANIHOFF.
Russia. .She obtained sketches of im
portant fortifications and copies of
weighty military documents. Precisely
how slie achievrd all his has not been
revealed.
Tragedy Her Downfall.
Suspicion was first directed toward
llur ''' ,tu' suicide of a young officer
,,f brilliant prospects, out of whom
MIh
Smollanlboff had wormed a
m8' Important military secret, He
,f;ft n letter giving this us the cause
r Ms srlf destruction,
The Oernian authorities
closely
watched Miss .Smolianihoff from that
day. After several months they hnd
sufficient evidence to justify her ar- rest.
The trial at Lelpsic was behind
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PREMIER OF GREAT
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BRITAIN TO FACE THE SUFFERINGS

YOUNG
SMOLIANIHOFF.
MISS
RUSSIAN LADY OF HIGH BIRTH.
CEAKN3 50 OP THE KAISER'S
MOST
IMPORTANT MILITARY
RUSSIA PAID HER
SECRETS
A
FOR
HER
$15,000
YEAR
CLEVER
WORK
HOW
SHE
HIGH
OFFICERS.
WORKED
SENT TO JAIL.
i

THURSDAY, DECEMBER

BY MRS WILL CROOKS,
Wife of the Labor Member of Parlla
tnent.
Written Especially for The Evening

nit?li;

If Mr. Balfour had accented the In
vitation I gave him when our women's
deputation called on him to come and
nvo.
our district for a month, he
would never have treated our deputa
"on m ho indifferent a manner as he
nia. He said we should not have
brought women with babies as a part
of our deputation.
But we brougnt
mem ror the very reason that It Is the
women and children who will suffer
so terribly this coming wjnter. One
woman who went with us fainted
in the prime minister's office because
fbe had bad so little to eat and had

I

1

I I

?JWw

Loudon lodging house dormitory for
the unemployed, where a man can geL
sleep and a pint of tea and half a loat
In the morning for 4 cents.
her case is only one of very many,
who toils day and night at r.iaklng
match boxes. She has three little
children. She spends hour after hour
In a dim cellar
her children kept in
bed so as to be out of the cold while
she makes these boxes and only gets
5 cents for 144 boxes, or rather
pieces, for which she has to make
both the outside and Inside, which Is
two pieces. When the boxes are
made she has to put them in packages
of one dozen and take them to the
factory, over a mile away. Sometimes many of the boxes are rejected
from being defective, simply liecauae
the ood or tissue supplied her Is
faulty. This poor woman' haa to supply her own paste and string.
She.
only makes 75 cents a week at match
boxes, and her wretched room costs
her 50 cents which leaves 25 cents
for her to live on. She would starve
IT charity didn't step in and give her
75 cents In money and 75 cents in
food and coal. She Ja a widow.
I would also have taken the premier
outside some or tho factories and let
him see little children begging the factory hands for "leavings" from their
lunch; and at night between mid
night and 2 a. m. standing in long
lines outside hakeshops and fried fish

Materials: To provide the public with a really good, palatable
and wholesome beer of the Highest Quality, we use the best barley-mal- t,
the highest grade hops, superior yeast, and in our pale beers a
small percentage of rice. In all our beers we use the best and purest
materials, regardless of cost.

--

Com we never use, although it is not excluded by authority, and
has the advantage of cheapness.
We use no substitute of any kind

mm

to reduce our expense.

We spare neither money nor care to fortify

and increase our well earned and long established reputation.

Treatment and Maturity; We employ only the most modern
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methods of brewing, and our present storing capacity of 600,000 barrels
is more than that of any two other breweries in the world.

These facilities enable us to age our beer the length of time
necessary to guarantee its purity and maturity not in printers' ink
but in fact.
Quality, depending upon the character of materials and the
methods employed, is the real goal for competition among brewers.
At this goal we have been for many years.

It is for these reasons that
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The King of Bottled Beers

must and does command a higher price than any other beer, and at
the same time has a greater sale than all other bottled beers.

"

AnheuserBusch Brewing Ass'n

St. Louis U.S.A.
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come so far.
We are terribly disappointed that
the government did not do something
practical for us. If they wanted money
to build a new battleship t a cost of
several millions, they would get is
quick enough. But they couldn't see
tnelr way to putting the machinery
in operation for keeping thousands of
people from starvation. Wo had been
led to expect something from the fact
that the king had. at the opening of
Kingsway, the new London thoroughfare, received a deputation from the
unemployed of our district.
It Is useless for them to say the government Is powerless.
They could
easily give out public work that would
solve our problems, if they only would.
But we don't propose to stop our
agitation one instant. We intend to
go on until something is done. With
Mr. Balfour out of office,
perhaps
some practical help will come. I only
hope our poor, starving people will
nut get too desperate.
People can't
wait patiently while their little child
ren are crying lor bread.
if Mr. Balfour had come to live
with its I would have taken him Into
homes that would have put him to
shame, and made the manhood In
him blush to think of the richest coon-trand city In the world tolerating
such distress in it midst.
1
know of one poor woman, and

l

Will.

places waiting for "scraps."

;

I

know

women who do tailoring work, sewing
from daylight until way into the night
and making less than tZ per week,
tun of which they pay 75 ceuts a week
rent and 24 cents a week for their

machines, and have to keep as many
as four children on the balance. God
knows how they do it. Some of them
don't, as cases of starvation at the
London hospital prove.
Our workhouses are crowded and pour people
away.
have to be turned
would not encourage and help to
lead all this agitation if there were
noi a remedy. There has been an
Unemployed Workmen's act passed by
parliament, and It could be put In operation If a schedule of all the work
required to be done anywhere in England were prepared. The work would
repay the government and nothing
would If lost. Besides all this, farm
colonies could be created. All over the
country the land is hungering for
laborers to work it, and there are
thousands of whom would gladly go.
These farm colonies would prevent
thousands f,f in. ii from degenerating
and becoming a dead weight on the
community and the nation.
If It Is not done, if the government
neglects the warning that has ieen
given, who knows but what, before
long, England may have to face a
problem worite than Russia's?
1
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Wholesale Grocers

CO.

CATtlAATIC

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

LOANS

jt

Tht Bowels

Automatic, phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Arraljo Building.

flONCEft BAKERY

a

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage acd we guar
ntee first class baking. x
19c,
aio
tV.
.r
Nvr 207 S. First Street.
r!t.
W.kn
Albuquerque.
Tti iMintnft tiil!t aturnrifti C'CMJ.
SIMON

hoik.
ttaarknlotvl to euro or jour iimny back.
8trHn Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 505

In order to reduce our mammoth stock of Furniture
Stoves, Ranges, Carpets, Glass and Chinaware before inventory time we will give 20 per cent discount
off our regular low price. Are you looking for a Xmas
present? Something useful as well as ornamental.

Kind

1

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.

CJy

CANDV

- il

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

of FrMh and Salt Mtt,
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street

hl4

In do aia any atMl !'"

f

-

Meat Market

Tmi11a which fnl4
kln.U of
I liav
f.mnd lha riKhl Oill.g
In.',
fnll t of pimple and blat-la-arrall Irtt. lam
taking
Aftr
rniiOniitng tl'a u.it of thtm and rfcnmniBrtliif
n ttia
fin whon I rt.
them to lay frlnla. I
nmrning Hop to hava a ehaoea to rocomoieua
I'atearat."
Prix) C. Wltti-o- , W Rim St.. Newark. N.J.
I

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Established In 1882

& CO.
F. G. PRATTCanned
Goods
Sole agents

ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLIO N BOXES

for Casino
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s CoJfees. Im
hoden's Granite Flour.

In Texas as a basis, ami will make
..itch changes as seem advisable.
a

Knlisli owners if the Manila &
iSpnnm fitllrtiu., Havn ma.ln a nlnltn
ton t tie United States, through tie

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just like new. If other laundries shrink tbeui, bring them to ua
and we will straighten them out for you.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

ambassador, .for $1,500,000
damages, for the use of the mad l"
Hlllsboro oroaniery Butter Best on
American troops.
Earth.
As a rcRiilt of the wreck of train No.
17, near Reading, Kansas, the CaliOrder Solicited.
Free Delivery.
LADIES' DESK.
MAHOGANY MUSIC CABINET.
fornia Limited was ten hours late
Regular price, $12.50; sa-l- price. .$H
214
Street.
South
Second
jesieiday ami did not reach the city
9 o'clock last night.
until
CLMHKVILLE PRODUCE CO
Decorated China, all pricei.
a
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
DINNER SET. Regular price, $10.5"; sale price
GOLD DECORATED
In railroad circles It Is generally
$7.20
.$3.50 understood that the surveys now beWholesale and ReUll
Regular price, $3; sale price
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
ing made between Klizabethtown and
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
Taos, through the Taos range, are for
602 South First Street Both Phones
the El Paso & Southwestern road,
British

Let Us Suggest a Few Items of Interest:
SPANISH LEATHER MORRIS
CHAIRS.

Regular price,

7;

sale price.

.

$21. i'o

CHASE LEATHER COUCH.
Regular arlce, $25; sale price. .$20.00

D. EMMONS,

J.

a

COAL AVENUE. AND SECOND STREET

Tuesday of this week. This makes
only one of several wrecks that have
occurred on the Emporia division of
the Santa Fe within the past several
years and the secret service department of the Santa Fe fell quite certain that these wrecks were the work
of train wreckers, but so far the department Is in the dark as to who the
supposed wreckers are.

Is on the way to Lang with five blood-

LATE PARTICILAS

hounds which he is taking to the
scene of the wreck, at the suggestion of Borne of the officials. He hopes
to be able to trail ,the men who did
the work, although he Is afraid hit
g
the
dogs will have a hard
scent, owing to the number of people
that have been walking around the
wreckage."

OF FATAL WRECK

time-gettin-

Passenger on Illfated Train
Arrives in City and Gives .
Account of Accident
WILL

BONDS.

A

Too Technical.
small boy who lives in an import-

During the next year there Is likely ant railroad center had been accus
to be a large amount of railroad bonds tomed to visiting the station and
coming upon the market. Well ae- - makinir friends with the officers of the
cured railroad bonds are regarded as company. jje persuaded his aunt to
nesiranie investments ana oia i8suesipiav train with him the other day
are so firmly held that they com He arranged the chairs in a line and
But George then said:
fnand large premiums.
Gould's new Western Pacific is likjely
"You be engineer and I'll be conto supply $75,000,000 of bonds, and ductor. Lend me your watch and get
tnp gt paM, O5.tellsion to the Piu.flc up Into the cab." He then hurried
wllI supply more, for it is nard down the platform, timepiece in hand.
ly likely that the road will be built
"Pull out, you
entirely out of the proceeds of sales
Jay!" he shouted at. the astonof stock. Besides, Mr. Harriman. con- ished young woman.
templates the construction of a new
"Why, Willie!" she exclaimed In
line across the Btate of Oregon, amazement.
which will open up new territory and
"That's right, chew t,ho rag," he re,,0 a f()C(,er for , otner roa(l9 and torted. "Pull out. We are five min,
more bonds are likely to come from utes late already."
this
source. . The . Northern
Pacific, la
That boy is not allowed to frater.
.,,
nize with railroad men any more.
in iur t v ti. rAii
""ink
g)on )n
whno
nortnwe8t als0
Cheap Railroad Fare.
tntre afo n() new nPS of lmnortan(.e
The Santa Fe Is doing something
,)e,nfi ,)nt )n the pMU 1n,eg8 ,t be
f;olll(, projP(.tj t,x,f,nsive improve- - unusual in the rate line, it is offering
the Christments are under way by the Baltimore round trip tickets during
& oho ,he Pennsylvanlai the Erl(1 mas holidays at on,- and a third fare
limit.
with practically no distance
an(, )h Npw york CentraI which wl
ral, f()r many mo.e nimionS of cap. Heretofore these rates have applied
, .
,
rQiao.t initi. w iUi,OJ .,! only to points w ithin 2nd miles of each
(IT bonds
The wealth of the',ner KJW lHtlle ra,'a al'lly to all
a fine opportunity for
n'8' Th'8
countr wl)1 thPrefore find an ahund- - ,nose
wishing to make a Christmas
ance ()f new ge(,liries int0 w ti lotk It
The
,
and friends
w t to advan,ape d,IrinR tho I visit toarerelatives
on sale trom December 20
tickets
19)l).
Railway
vear
World
"

BLOODHOUNDS

USE

TO INVEST
IN RAILW.AY

CHANCE

ChrlHimas with friends.
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The Man You Can Trust
The Pawnbroker,
Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N.
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

1

biiii

$lf!.iinti;

ALL
Th.c

a',

coPYami

ALBUQUERQUE

in

PLANING

,r"rah.

Tf.fZTb' 'l5ESSagr-

t

--

best

and latest odor.

25c, 50c, 75c

We have them ln pretty,

$1.00

&

BLUE FRONT

,

Morris Chairs, Ladies' Desks, other
useful Xmas Gifts. Make your selections early.
J .D. F.MMONS.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

Vir,

"?-

WEST
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Both 'Phones.

AVENUE.

Citrzen Want Ads Bring The Best Result

'SC5S'

WslXJr'

.aW.

eu II

S3Zc3
r

nfc

ZZTJKZ'
V.,.mia.

C'aiL.J' '""BftJC

.er

1

YZZ

etropolis of New Mexico

of The Atchison. Topcka

FAST LIMITFD EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS Or THE SANTA FE ROUTE

well grajel, (mauy of tin m improved by cultivation)
lots offered re .In tbe eciitrr of the est
wool yutd. druif s'oie, harness shop, etc etc. Alto a rltsi-- ias, moitru hotel.

&

Santa Ire Railway

:

vVilL

'.'o

fct

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old .sh e:e tjee; public school house, cost-mithe 'Belen Patent Roller mill, opacity. 150 barrels dnlly; larsre winery; three hotels,
Importance as a prei.t commercial railroad city in ' be in ar fu'ure cannot be estimated

in New Mexico;
N,-Mexico. Ha
GO OVER

and or ur.ivtl.

no

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
Wo need

first-clas-

s

TO BELCN,

bakery, 'ailur

EAST AND WEST

bop. shoe

houe,

NORTH

AND SOUTH.

jew eler, plumbing sbup.

planing mil!

i

WARRANTY DEEDS.
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERM
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

-

.

Company
improvement
Town
Belen
and
he
WM.
BERGER,
President
$

I

JOHN BECKER,
srrftss

,rrs;y
lsu

M.

evjtu.ig

ii.m,b

szzzsbt
a.

r.-f-

trrzw 'lkv.s

rffiT.tii. at.h',.jmai aterrr.r.i

-

'Phone.

Both

The Williams Drug Co.

mill

MILL

Palmer & Wright's
fancy boxes, at

eoooooooocooooooooooocooo

aWL.LUJ'

&

IFlUJPJillZS

work.

,rflr.

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

PUBLIC.

You best satisfaction

an ! residence lots, size iixl42 feet, laid out with broad Su and 70 foot streets, with al'.eys
churches. Commercial club; a population of i.r.tHt Inhabitant.-- ; largest mercantile establishments
etc. Helen is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay iu Central

an

M.

oKaooe5

The Bclen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of

dia-

per cent less than reta;,

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas Citj Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

t

'

BELOW
THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD '
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
DIAMOND EVEN
AT COST,
IT WOULD
still pay you to buy It from us, as we are In a position to sell

Belen, is 31 rxiles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

s

i

Cut-o- ff

eoej

Gold Ave.

WE GIVE

lie Ftittffc Raikoad

Located on the Belcn

4K4Ke)4K44
444Ke0
Unredeemed Diamonds

MATTER OF ESSENTIAL IMPORTANCE.
to every householder sanitation and
Miultary equipment should receive the
greatest possible attention; and wnen
new plumbing Is to be installed, only
a plumber of the nighest repute, and
one who keeps up with the latest improvements, should be employed. If
you have this subject under consideration a consultation with us will be
of the greatest value.

KXXXXXXOCOCCOCOCOC)CKX)OCO

XJTTCT' 'ZiCSS

try

4;Cai

Third and Marquette

Both Phones

oooooacoioeoo

REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
PUBLIC.
Room 5. Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

Ton

.nffignTftlte

ScppHes

SCREEN DOORS
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INSURANCE,

last.

'32ZK5Sr'

Gfnral Building

ROSENFIELD,

B. A. SLEYSTER

W.H.Hahn&Co

rfT

J

COLORADO

DENVER.

RIO GRANDE LLUMBER CO.

Co.

&

NOTARY

LOANS.

"''r

to

Seventeenth Mreet.

1621-163- 9

Also a restaurant business
locaGood
and furnishings.
tion.

)i

v.

Mfir. and Supply Co.

Bolthoff

&

Five room Modern
House,
furnished or unfurnished, on
South Arno street, at a. bargain. Look at it today. Tomorrow never comes.

-

The flu man did not know how
he ever
as he was tossed
about like a fiather. His only injury
was to one of his libels.
He walked
to an?, a mile and a half away, and
notified the operator of the accident.
In the meantime some of the train!; several
men had cone
hundred
yards with lan'erns fmrn the Pullman' VI
ear to warn anv o'her 'rain that nii.nht:
be aiinroachintr. The conductor, Har- - j'fc
ry .lames, retained his presence of 3L
' lured
order i
mind
and quickly
am-npassenKrs. " '
th' tetrorled
c ir,
directly in' k J
From the Una
front of the smoker, we'-- hmrd ''"'"'CiEl
J
cries of h'i imprisoned 111:1:1. and
f fis were ni'oiiipily
male tif set to;
la i 111.
The car was on lire and quick B U
Wit :i aik ax.
work w as necessary.
'lie men broke one of the w indows, V A
and a sheit of Maine sliot forth. It p
was imiMissiblc to i;ei to t'ie irnpris-- , ii-onel man and his cries soon died lljl
,. W1H ,i.rneil with the de- - U ti
aw ay
luis or th.. ,nr. ThiS was lierrlcn, f
the baKniiemaii
"The pa: scum rs and trjinmen foiiKbt
ihe tUnnes. lakini; some oyster buckets fivm the eine.-car. einptyini;
the contents mill formim,' a bucket
They
briKHile.
in saving
from tbe names all ,llt t
Kk-hwrei'ked cars.
cars
the trick The mail car. exnr
and three baituae nr.s were .scan
ed over the rilit of way and badl
The smoker, a day coach
smashed
the track and
and a eh.iir cir
humped :i! "ii over the ties, but did
n t iiv.riioi!
Maltv of he prlsseilnj n n
but H
l'i rs weie liiuStd and
none of them had ilaiicii'uiH wounds
v;
K
II urli
"1'ieii. 1.1
mailer
wired the an- n's f tlie Santa Fe all k A
aloun tl'e line today liiat the comfor
pany will offer a reward of
the arrest and conviction of ihe person or person, that wrecked No. 17
near Lanp.
"F. W. Steven, of Wichita, K.tn ,

llendrie

A

'

He

TO BE

AT ONCE

i

m

The

monds that have been pawned to us at
Jewelers buy at wholesale.

SOLD

-

.

e

7

!

ed

Tour land, worth $2 an acre. Is, by
the use of one of our Irrigation planta,
made worth $100 per acre. Wt-Itas
for catalogue No. 9, on "Irrigation and
Pumping Machinery," and tell about
your requirements. We can help yon.

)

pie-fac-

i

,,ReBdAcoaFgP0Ss"

CO

PROPOSITION

A

.

Here is where tile producer and
TOTi A OR API
feeder lias an Inning. Unlike that of
beef, the demand for mutton cannot Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
be met and the supply Is 20,000,000
Grain and Fuel
short. Sheep are selling now from $1 Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
to $1.25 higher than they did at this
and Cigara. Place your orders for
time Inst year, while lambs show iu
this line with us.
advance of from thirty to forty cents.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
Western lambs are selling as high as
$7. tin, and there are very few good
REDUCED PRICES
ones being offered, as the fattening
On Dental Work.
Plate, $8.00;
season has Just begun. There Is every Indication that lambs will go to Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
the $8 mark, while there is no logical
reason why they should go below the 50c. All guaranteed.
present prices. On account of th
high price of feeders there will be little competition from the corn states.
Many of the sheep men of the northwest, have already contracted
their
l!)iiti wool crop at "twenty-fivcents,
which means that every sheep shearB. F. COPP, D. D. S.
ed at that price will turn off
itt
back $2 worth of wool. Ranch and
Room 17, N. T. Armljo Building.
Range.

.

'

0

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at .1. C Baldrldge'a
yard.

SHEEP.

The disastrous wreck on the Santa
Fe of . No. 17. at . l.ang, Kansas, wliic'ii
THE LARGEST LINE OF CHRIST- .'
.' cm- was chronicled In l ne evening
IN
MAS GOODS
THE CITY, AT
HAWLEY'S ON THE CORNER.
zen Tuesday, the day the accident
o
.
ed, will be rembered by resldeeurcoiu
The correct compounding of phyresicurred, will be remembered by
sician's prescriptions Is essential for
your welfare. Leave them at Ruppe's
dents of this city who knew Harry
Pharmacy.
Davis, the popular engineer who met
o
death in the wreck, as one of the sad
Citizen want ads get the business.
-dest and most epiori
Try
one.
occur on me oaiua rv m o
period.
xxxrrxxTTTZxxx trxxxxxxxxx X
That the railroad company has con- g LONDON CLUB LIVERY AND
result
was
the
wreck
eluded that the
of fiendish wreckers, will add muca
FEED ST A BLEB
pathos to the already sorrowful cir- 1 Corner Second and Marquette.
unthe
with
connected
oumstaiiees
fortunate mishap.
With Engineer Harry Davis, brother
of Mrs. Ed Fluke of this cily at the
throttle. Mi. K. a rasi man
was ditched a few miles east of Em- poria, aa'ilie result of the toppling
over or a vail which had been loos- ened by human hands. The engine,
C. GRANNIS, Prop.
mail, express and tnree baggage cars
M Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red
heap
up
in a
were derailed and piled
H
Hau an4 Mlnht klirli
at the side or the right of way. Wil- 'to January 4.
Q Albuquerque,
Mexico.
New
liam Derrick was buried beneath the BRA KEMANW ELAN IS
UinXXXXXXXXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
ARREST.'
,s,",clal "flLc'r ff"'
C"',rlt;8
wreckage of the baggage ear. which
UNDER
,
8l0t'1"'
caught fire and he was burned to
E. K. Welan. a brakeman. Is .under! h tanUt.
t h'
Pter,8" twh" "ssafu
death. Engineer Davis was found at arreR, at the county jail awaiting the
THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.
Isleta. by shying
th dnnr .if the fire box of his en- - prrivni nf o Bn,.ii ffl,M nt .ho mi..
gine, with both leas broken and his souri Pacific railroad, who says he a stone through a window of the ob307 West Railroad Avenue.
car. The stone was thrown
The engine turned wants him on - charge of robbing servation
skull crushed.
Day or Nigtt
Both 'Phones.
through
great
passed
force
with
and
over on Us side as It left t'ne rails, railway cars, says thp Trinidad
glass,
landing
writing
a
on
window
the
Davis lived but a few hours vortlser.
Welan declares that he
The miscreant is supposed to
knows of no reason why he should be desk.
after being rescued.
be a tramp with a grievance against eOOCXDOOCOOCOCOOCOOOOOOCOC
A passenger on No 17 to Newton, arrested.
He was taken from a C. &
"
company.
who arrived In this city last even- - s. freight train on which he was work- the
a
a
Corrlllo. ...... American Block R
ing en route to l.os Angeles, said: Ing as a brakeman. by County Jailer
W. H. Hanna. who has charge of
"The wreck wrought fearful de- ) y, S perry and I'ndersheriff Uiu the Santa Fe rending rooms at San
structlon
Five cars were thrown off Kreeger yesterday
afternoon. The Marcial, and W. D. Hitchcock, masthe trai". ami scattered over the right special urem of the Missouri Pacific ter mechanic for the Santa Fe at San
.
of wny. The engine jnned over on visited Governor McDonald yesterday
were In.. the....city yesterday.
ll.j
t
Ilnv'W vt'Mm tniini "mi
I. i"
SpC.OO
l.duii...!!
n.l ' .i iii
i ' .Ill
niii l apeiM iii Killing nine, wnue waiting lor a tram
i.nisi"
'
by a railroad friend wh.i happened to the erisoiier fr til Governor
Hoehlto curr tlieni to Los Angeles. Mr.
lie on the triln. lying with his head or
The special ngent niisse;l Manna and Mr. Hitchcock are going:
COKE - MILL WOOD
in front or the open door of the fire bis e :in at Walsenburg and notified to the eoast fur a little pleasure trip.
.
box. He was conscious and in awful the loial officers to nick him tin
KINDLING
a aony and the sieatn was scalding
public hearing; was- held by the
Loral officials of the Santa Fe have railioud commission of Louisiana to
liim.
He answeri d ihe ijuestions oi;
the wishes of shippers and
bis fiiend and told hiui wluti to do. received the usual stereotyped form
railway men as to thi adoption of
The fi ieii,i picked liim m ami laid of a $.'.000 reward offered by t be coin-liirelative to furnUhiiiK
on a blanket sver.il yards from lany for information lending to the certain rules
GOTH 'PHONES '
lc';s were broken arrest of the men who wrecked train cars. The cotiMiiision announces) that
the engine.
Reading. Kansas, on it will take the ink's now in vouue iXXXXXXiOCXXX)COCXOOOCOO
1,
and t'ne s'.iiill was crushed ami scald-jN"- .
d,

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

A. E. WALKER,
rmE
tNSURANCE.

F. Olsoholof, the civil engineer, left
last, night for Williams
to spend

and Retail

Wholesale

NINE.

THIRD STREET
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LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
314

the completion of the extensive repairs now being made. A very Bne
musical program Is now being prepared for the morning service under the
direction of Mr. Washburn. A Christ
mas concert under the auspices of the
Sunday school will be given on Sunday evening.

109V

In the Last and Final Rush of Purchasing
Christmas Gifts

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

WEST RAILROAD AYE.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 21,

Do you have to mako a present tu
some baby? We carry' a nice lino of
little shoes and slippers that will
tonight and Friday; colder Friday,
In the mad endeavor to buy suitable fancy article for presents, bear In
your purpose. Any bigger chiland boy I the practical
mind that the most atifactory gift for men
dren you want to make happy? We
But Will They7
article.
can show you some shoes and legSome utatesenin of the nation
gings that a ro sure to please them.
No doulit would happy he
A pair of our dainty
Dress Shoes,
To find a vindication
SI rap Sandals or House Slippers will
Upon tho Christmas trw.
purely efctald Ah you In the good
For Holiday Wines Stern, Schloss graces of the lady you are so anxious
& Co.
to please. For your gentleman friends,
Stern, SiIiIohh & Co. sell Imported husband ami wife, let u nuggest our
line or Knit. Kelt or Leather Slippers.
Liquors.
are neat and romfortable.
C.
Montoya and Martinez will give a They
Christmas ball at the old town soci- May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
Suits, Overcoats, Hat, 8hoe, Shirts, Handkerchiefs, Gloves, Muffler and
avenue.
ety hall, Monday night, Dec. 25.
are all suggestive.
Tie
Capt. R. V. Splvey, of tho Harvey
THE DAINTIEST OF ALL CHRISTsystem, leaves this evening to spend MAS PRESENTS.
CRYSTALIZED
Christmas with his family at Topeka. FRUITS IN BURNT WOOD AND
AlbuWhiting,
Mary
HAND
of
Old
BOXES.
.
PAINTED
Miss
querque, left this morning for BerTHE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
nalillo, where she will visit relatives
"Good Things to Eat."
o
a few days.
P. Q. Lenimon, superintendent of the
CLEARANCE SALE.
Indian school at Ream's Canyon, Aric,
ORATORICAL CONTEST.
left last nlnht on hln return home after
Big bargains in millinery. All goods TUESDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1905, AT
a pleasant vlHlt of several days In the must be sold by January 1, regardless
8 O'CLOCK P. PM.
city.
ADMISSION,
of cost.
25 CENTS. SEATS
Mrs. F. E. Slurges, of North Second
RESERVED FREE AT MATSON'S.
THE GILBERT MILLINERY CO.
street, left on the California Limited
CONTESTANTS FROM LAS VEGAS,
From Now Until Christmas.
ALBUQUERQUE, SANTA FE,
this afternoon' for Ixs Angeles, where
20 per cent discount on all Toys.
she will spend the holidays with her
CITY, MESILLA PARK AND
Wagons,-Children'Dolls,
Express
son, Lloyd.
t
GALLUP.
Fur SeU, Men's and Boys'
o
R. P. Hall, proprietor of tho AlbuTO FACE THE CHRISTMAS PROBLEM
querque Foundry and Machine Works, Suits and Overcoats. Fresh Candies
FOR SALE.
left the city last night for Hollywood, Dallv, at the
Two new burro carts. Call at once
CASH BUYERS' UNION.
Cal., to spend Chrttitmas in the glow
at tho Albuquerque Carriage company.
122 North Second street.
or his own yule log.
o
LET US HELP YOU SOLVE IT FROM OUR FINE SEMusic Cabinets, Fancy China. 20
The Albuquerque lodge of Odd Fel
LECTION OF HOLIDAY GOODS. IF YOU ARE INTERDance at the Casino Saturday even per cent oft ror cash. We will deliver
lows has placed William Biggs, a bro- ing. Musi: by the Loebt-DevlnorESTED IN CUT GLASS OR FINE CHINA, WE WILL
ther, in the local hospital. Mr. Biggs chestra. Only respectable people ad Saturday before Xmas. Watch our
large ad.
MAKE PRICES INTERESTING ALSO. TRY US.
J. D. EMMONS.
is recently from Moline, Has., and is mitted.
a victim of consumption.
Combination Dook Cases and China
Meet me at the box office at the Closets make appropriate Xmas Gifts
Services at Temple Albert Friday
evening at 7:46. Tho Feast of Lights Casino tomorrow night and attend the for the housewife. 20 per cent off for
7VT
To
m
begins this evening and lasts oile Walters' and Waitresses' grand ball. cash.
fJS)AJai Jm A Jt dBiJL
J. D. EMMONS.
at O'RIelly's
week. Rabbi Kaplan's sermon will be, Prizes on exhibition
COOOOXXXXXXXOOOOOCXXXX
"The Joy of Giving." Everybody is drug store window. Second street and
119 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
ALBUQUERQUH, N. M.
Railroad avenue.
welcome.
HIGHEST
PRICE
PAID
FOR
o
Regular communication of Temple
OLD CLOTHING.
PLACE YOUR ORDERS FOR
Lodge No. 6, A. F. and A. M., Thurs
M, Lanaer.
CANDIES
AND
LOWNEY'S
day evening, December 21,- at 7:30
303 80UTH
FIRST STREET.
FOR
O.
A.
MATSON
CHRISTMAS.
oro'clock. Election'of officers. By
Corner of Silver Avenue.
4.
AGENTS.
CO.,
SOLE
der of Worshipful Master. J. C. ForKXXXXXXDOCOOCOOOOCXDCCOCOO
o
ger, secretary.
Pay your poll taxes today at
Arthur Cavanaugh, the traveling O'Rielly & Company' drug store.
V
NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
-- INsalesman, was joined here lust night
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- by his family, who arrived from ColoDECORATIONS.
TURES FRAMED BEFORETHE 1
CALIFORNIA
HOLLY, SMILAX,
rado Springs. Mr. and Mrs. CavanHOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- HOLLY
augh have again taken up their resiPEPPER,
MISTLETOE,
SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND
dence at No. 321 North Fourth street, WREATHS, ETC.
V
8TREET.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
after an absence of a year.
Harlow Maffett, the clever full back
WOULD LIKE TO BUY A FEW
of the American Lumber company
GRAIN SACKS OF ALL
XMAS SUGGtSTIONS
team, who suffered a fractured arm in THOUSAND
CASH OR IN EXCHANGE
a game with the city team recently, SIZES:
E. W. FEE, POULTRY
FOR
FEED.
expects to leave in a few days for his AND
ALBUMS,
KODAKS.
SOUVENIR
STOCK FEED, 620 80UTH
Mr,
home at Minneapolis, Minn..
BURNT
LEATHER,
BICYCLES,
Maffett's Injured arm is giving him no SECOND STREET.
KNIVES, RAZORS,
FOOT BALLS.
little trouble.
J. H, O'EIELLY CO, Druggists
GO TO HAWLEY'S ON THE COR- BOXING GLOVES. STRIKING BAGS.
Barneit Building
The fire which called out the de- NER FOR TOYS AND XMAS PRES- FISHING RODS AND REELS. AT
partment at 11:30 this morning, whs ENTS FOR THE CHILDREN AND HOUSTON'S, 118 GOLD AVENUE.
nothing more than the burning of GROWN' FOLKS.
some soot in a chimney at the home
T. ,T. Shlniek has removed his wagon
of W. E. Dame, 410 West Gold avenue.
It burned up briskly at first but had and horse shoeing shop to the large
burned out before the arrival of the building.,' 219 Copper avenue, three
nre department-doors wc-- t of his old stand.
A fair crowd of enthuHlasts JourneyNOTICE.
ed to the Casino last night to wltnesB
THE COLOMBO HALL DANCING
a game of basket ball between the
i
girls of the University and the dusky ACADEMY DANCES HAVE BEEN
TO
maidens from the Albuquerque Indian CHANGED FROM SATURDAY
A
FEW
school. The former were the easy FRIDAY NIGHT FOR
JOE SCOTTI.
victors by a score of 9 to 4. Dancing WEEKS.
line
followed the game.
For Colds, Coughs, and any Throat
IMPORTED
CUTLERY
P. II. Rhodes, superintendent
of Affection, nothing equals Compound
Pullman service, on the Santa Fe, will Syrup of Eucalyptus. Price 60c only,
The
Southin
leave this evening for Peabody, Kas., at Ruppe'8 Pharmacy.
where he will spend ChriHtmas witu
I
)p &
o
P
his family. Since making Albuqunr-qu- e
A Christmas present
of Stern,
his headquarters, Mr. Rhodes has Schloss & Co.'s Wines and Liquors
Teas, Chafing Dishes,
fine
left his family at Peabody, but ho ex- makes life seem brighter.
pects to move them here about the
Miller
"THE
BEST."
middle of January.
A FIRST-CLASTINNER NOW AT
Word reached the city last night J. L. BELL A CO'S, PREPARED TO
from Gallup saying that the Carbon DO ALL KINDS OF REPAIRING,
City was in darkness as a result of a TIN WORK, ETC.
part of the electric light building fallNickel-Plateing down, putting the plant out of
commission. However, the machinery
was not Injured, the mtesenger says,
Mistletoe and Holly
and the plant will be in operation
The
will
again within a few days.
in
for Xmas
I. L. Hiljbard, general superintendent or the Santa Fe coast lines, is on
the Albuquerque end of the coast lines
Pecorat Ions nre fine this year. Ours
on one of his perloiVal trips of income from the best sources. Early
spection.
Mr. Hibbard says thnt
orders are solicited.
things are moving along swimmingly
on the coast lines in every department. California tourist travel Is
holding up well and the freight deO
117 Smith
319 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
partment has about all it can do.
Auto Phone, 118.
Track Improvements are being made
all along the line.
Patrons of the Doming branch of the
Santa Ffe cannot help but notice a
COCOOOCKXXXXXXXXXO
change for the better In the Pullman
service between that place and this,
which Is tho result of some good work
being done by P. H. Rhodes, superintendent of the Pullman service on
the Santa Fe, whose headquarters
PROPRIETORS- CHAS. F. MYERS.- wm. Mcintosh.
were recently moved to this city. The
"Tamarac," a new car, hag replaced
the old "Hesperus," which has done
long service ou the Deming branch.
The Congregational Sunday school
will have Its Christmas tree on Friday evening, to commeuce promptly at
7 o'clock. Services w ill bo held in the
main auditorium on Sunday morning
ELEGANT CARVING SETS. ALL KINDS AND PRICES. OUR STOCK OK POCKET KNIVES IS THE MOST COMPLETE IN THE
and evening for the last time before
SOUTHWEST. WE GUARANTEE OUR SCISSORS AND SHEARS, 'MADE 15Y WISS." IF AT ANY TIME THEY FAIL TO STAY SHARP
Snow north and rain south portion

an-w-

i Our Shoes and Slippers
are our Mmnm-a- t argument, why you should soicet a
pair for a Christum
gift to your relative or friend. They cotn-Mn- e
style
lth userulnesB, and are pure to be appreciate.

TJn nrselvrn

FOR MEN.

Stylieh. (nappy Dreie Shoet
Splendid, well made Street Shoe
Neat, comfortable Houm 8Iippert

,

'

f

$2.50 to $4.00
$2.00 to $3.50
75c to $2.50

FOR WOMEN.

I

)
A

Dainty Dree Shoe and ttlippera
Stylish, perfect fitting, Walking 8hoe
Elegant Knit or Felt Slipper

$1.50 to $4.00
$2.00 to $4.00
65c to $1.50

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.
Strong, Styliah, Drem or School Shoet
Warm, comfortable, Felt 8llppert
Babiee' Shoe and Slippers

$1.25 to $2.50
75c to $1.00
45 to $1.25
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CLAUS
SANTA

PROVIDING

A

YULETIDE FEAST

WIS-

-

for his friends will find lots of good
things on, our shelves to make merry
with for the holiday season. We will
have high grade rtilnce meat for your
plea, the finest quality of, plum pud,
ding, just like
new Leghorn citron, fancy dates, cocoanut
macaroons, coffee, highest grade of
table butter, Queen olives, and everything In staple goods.
hlme-made-

F. F. TROTTER
V-

Nos. 118 and 120, South Second

-

St

Other Thing Cotild Give as Mttch Satisfaction as Wearing Apparel - - - Wo

SIMON STERN

SIL-VE-

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

It is Never too Early

R

s

Go-Car-

e

Tf,t

A VIM A "PT

HUY-LER-

wo

0
q

J

'8

HOLIDAY BARGAINS

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders promptly Filled.
ALBUQUERQUE

.

LUMBER

CO.

First and Marquette, - Albuquerque, N. M.

000
x00004K
OHIO

O

DS

UNREDEEMED

PLEDGES

AT LOW PRICES

have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
moat beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than, ship
then to an eastern wholesale market.
I

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker
114

WEST RAILROAD

AVENUE.

oooooooooo oooooooooo

Toi'et Sets, Manicure Goods, Shaving

t

Sets, Perfumes, Etc.

Lowneyfs

You Will

Stand on a chair and you can almost see Christmas, for it's
coming. We have a store Just full of nice articles that would make
ideal Christmas gifts. Remember, no charge for packing and

I if

C

09

H

With our elegant

largest
west p

And

everything

in

Silverware,

etc., for Xmas

pen Evenings

d

Home
A

WORLD'S

Coffee and Tea Pots

WHITNEY COMPANY:

.?.'?.

Jn.jn.t

First Street

Our new Neckwear and Mufflers are'now
open for your inspection. This line comprises the swellest creations in all the new
silks, put up in fancy boxes.
SHIT OUR

iAnn?

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
West Gold Ave.
122 South Second St.

HARDWARE

WIIOI.KSAIVU

A

Nnrih

rr

Stroot

OR YOU KIND

IvKTAIIj

Few Suggestions for the Holidays'

A

FLAW

IN THEM

RETURN TO US AND RECEIVE YOUR MONEY BACK OR

A

NEW PAIR l.

SAFETY RAZORS
O

.

Cole's Hot Blast.
ITEM IS

"GILLETTE," "STAR" AND "GEM" ARE THE BEST.
A FINE PRESENT TO LIVE.

THE

Until Christmas

119

the

assortment of Five o'clock
A
Steel Ranges,
Comfort and
large stock of

S

o

O

For

Watches, Jewelry,

of

S

--

DIAMONDS
Presents.

d

9

finest goods made. You
not leave our' store
disappointed. The largest Hardware House
the
Southwest.

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

S

Whitman's

CANDIES ALWAYS

Rome

f5

Gunther's

L

f5

THIS

THE

Mifc?Diversal

NlVERSAL"

AND CAKE, MAKER

PRKAD

THEIR PLACE.

AND FOOD CHOPPERS

s

p&Bread

HEATERS AND RANGES
ALL SIZES AND LOWEST PRICES.

BEST MADE.

COLT'S
AUTOMATIC

"

PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS

"

WINCHESTER
RIFLES,

1

SHOTGUN3 AND AMMUNITION.

a

Jmii&k

Mixes and Kneads
Bread TnorouglUy

C

.

II
1

I

I

s
No. 215

West Railroad Avenue
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Three Minutes
dwag h.
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E. J. POST A CO.

I

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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